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STEPPING STONE TO THE PRESIDENCY: 
The Great Debate of '58 

N 
Robert Sterling 

earing the completion of 12 years as an Illinois U.S. Sena
tor, the popular Little Giant was finishing a tumultuous 
term that brought (orlh the wratJ1 of President Buchanan. 

Douglas unhesitatingly renounced the Buchanan - approved 
Lecompton Constitution - a pro-slavery document that denied 
input from the mass of Kansas voters who opposed the institu
tion. A Buchanan-Douglas divorce was forthcoming and pro
duced immediate elation from some eastern Republican leaders. 

Influential political magnates William Seward, 

address. With a strong conviction that the inclu
sion of that ageless proposition in his speech 
would be met with approbation, he • 
cited "a house divided against 
itself cannot stand" (Mark 3: 25-26). 
Lincoln's speech evoked a near uni
versal objection from his fellow 
Republicans. Old friend Leonard Swett pre
dicted disaster in the November senatorial 
election; but another, William Herndon, 
prophesized that the speech "will make you 
President." Both were correct. 

The UUnois senatorial decision would be 
made by an I 00-man state legislature. The 
mass of voters attending the debates could 

Simon Cameron and journalist Horace Gree
ley recommended the reelection of Douglas, 
much to the consternation of Illinois 
Republicans. A prompt rejection came 

from the state's party leaders at a Spring-
field convention with an unanimous declara

tion that "Abraham Lincoln ... is the first and 
only choice ... ". The combatant Douglas 

acknowledged: "l shall have my 
hands full." 1 

By mid-summer, the campaign 
began when Lincoln accepted the 
state Republican nomination and 
delivered what was to become a 
controversial "House Divided" 

not vote directly for Lincoln or Douglas. Furthermore, the state 
had had no redistricting since the 1852 Reapportioning Act as 
thousands of emigrants flowing from the free northern states 
took residence in the northern counties. The popular vote cast 
for the state legislatures Illustrated the disparity between the 
northern and southern parts or the state. The Douglas leverage 
was clear: it took 1,000 northern votes to offset only 754 from the 
southern counties. Nor did Buchanan's vengeful direct involve
ment in the state jeopardize Douglas's strength. The President 
had replaced "every postmaster, every route agent, every col
lector of the ports, and every Federal office-holder the moment 
he expresses a preference" charged Douglas. Only in Chicago 

POSTAGE AND fRAcnONAL CURRENCY OF THE CIVll. WAR 

0 ur Winter/Spring 2005 issue featured Q. David Bowers' authoritative article on encased. 
postage stamps of the Civil War. Concurrent with the publication of this article, Heritage • 
Galleries of Dallas, TX was auctioning the "Tom O'Mara Collection of Fractional Curren-

In 1862, many merchants refused to accept sticky, 
easily lost or damaged postage stamps as a substftute 

for "hard" currency. This led to the introduction of 
postal and fractional currency and encased stamps. 

cy" In St. Louis. This 484-lot sale inspired us to 
present a "prequel" to the Bowers article, con
stituting a primer of sorts. Employing illustra
tions of items from the sale, along with similar 
pieces sold by Stack's and Dana Li nett, we hope 
to give readers an overview of the many types 
of items related to fractional currency that are 
sought-after and collected. 

Mr. O'Mara, a resident of Rumson, NJ, 
works in investment banking securities trading. 
His choice of collecting specialty is therefore -
not surprising. A collector since earliest mem-
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From the Publisher 
"The framers of the Constitution cut off the supply and prohibited the spread 
of slavery; both acts show conclusively that they considered that the thing 
was wrong." -A. Lincoln In speech at New Haven, CT, March 6, 1860. 

More Than Just Words ... 
The Sale of a Million Dollar Document 

W
ithout hiding some envy - nonetheless quite happy for 
the success of our lriends - we extend heartfelt congrat
ulations to Bob, Ethan and Ryan Raynor of H.C.A. Auc
tions. They just closed an astounding sale that included 
a real treasure - a signed souvenir copy of the Thirteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution ... the Act that outlawed slavery. 
This hand-written keepsake, one of thirteen currently known to 
remain extant, is signed by Lincoln and 146 members of Congress. 
(The country's foremost expert on lhe subject, Seth Kaller, is lhe 
author of that census.) Other copies have slight variations in the 
list of signers ... some with the same Senator or Congressman sign
ing his name twice to a given copy. This would suggest some con
fusion in orchestrating the signing of t11ese "witness to history"' 
documents. As detailed in the catalog: 

Manuscript Document Signed, 'Abraham Lincoln' as President. February 1, 
1865. Washington, D.C., 1 page, 15-1/2' x 20-1/2' engrossed on lined vel
lum. Co-signed by Hannibal Hamlin as Vice President 
of the United States and President of the Senate, 
Schuyler Colfax as Speaker of the House, John W. For-
ney as Secretary of the Senate ... The lower 2/3 of the 
document Is arranged in five columns. A text headline 
is presented, 'In Senate April 8, 1864,' below of which 
are the signatures of 36 United States Senators. Below 
that, another text headline is presented, 'In the House 
of Representatives January 31, 1865,' below of which 
are 11 O United States Representatives. The document 
is presented in an ornate wood cabinet. 4' x 5-1/2', 
with curved panel doors which. when opened, reveal 
this extraordinary document. 

Lincoln, believing slavery to be morally wrong, had championed 
against it tor most of his political career. However, he also recognized that 
the president did not possess the constitutional power to outlaw the insti
tution, except, perhaps, as a matter of military necessity. The power to fully 
abolish slavery, he acknowledged, rested with Congress. Therefore, he 
carefully crafted the Emancipation Proclamation to affect only those states 
still in rebellion as of January 1, 1863. 

He then began to push for a constitutional amendment that would for
ever abolish slavery in the United States. Such an amendment was passed 
by the Senate on April 8, 1864, with a vote of 38 to 6. Two months later, 
however, it was defeated in the House of Representatives, 95 to 66. Lincoln, 
not about to give up, made abolition a central plank of the Republican plat
form and his re-election campaign. The 1864 elections gave Lincoln and his 
party a new mandate and enough seats in the House to guarantee passage 
of the stalled amendment. Not content to wait until the new Congress met 
in March, however, the amendment's supporters brought the measure to 
another vote in the House on January 31, 1865. This time it passed. by a 
vote of 119 to 56, with 8 abstentions. 

The outcome of the vote had been in doubt up until the final hour. A 
Pennsylvania Democrat, Archibald McAllister, opened the debate by 
explaining why he had changed his vote from a 'Nay' to an ·Aye.' He had 
been in favor of exhausting all means of conciliation. McAllister stated, but 
was now satisfied that nothing short of independence would satisfy the 
Southern Confederacy, and that therefore it must be destroyed, and he 
must cast his vote against its cornerstone. and declare eternal war with the 
enemies of the country. Feilow Pennsylvania Democrat Alexander Hamilton 
Coffroth. who was also changing his vote, followed, urging approval of the 
amendment. Arguments continued until, finally, the votes were tallied. 
When Speaker Colfax declared the results, ·a moment of silence succeed
ed, and then, from floor and galleries, burst a simultaneous shout of joy 
and triumph, spontaneous, irrepressible and uncontrollable, swelling and 
prolonged in one vast volume of reverberating thunder' ( Report of the spe
cial committee on the passage by the House of Representatives of the con
stitutional amendment for the abolition of slavery. January 31st, 1865: The 

Action of the Union League Club on the Amendment, 
February 9, 1865. 'From Slavery to Freedom.• American 
Memory, Library of Congress}. 

Following in the footsteps of President James 
Buchanan, who had signed a proposed amendment to 
protect slavery in the United States (The Corwin 
Amendment). Lincoln signed the official resolution, 
along with several courtesy-signed copies (coinciden
tally, thirteen copies with Lincoln's genuine signature 
are now known). For that action, the Senate, on Febru
ary 7th, resolved that the president's signature had 
been 'unnecessary' (referring to the 1798 Supreme 
Court decision. Hollingsworth v. Virginia, a case in 
which the Court ruled that the President has no formal 

'Thirty-Eighth Congress of the United role in the process of amending the United States Con-
States -A resolution submitling to the legislatures stitu!ion. While It Is permissible, a Pre_sidential signa-
of the several states a proposition to amend the t.. _, . lure 1s unnecess~ry). The Se1ate then directed the Sen-

• . . ~~- • ~ ~ .J ate secretary to withhold from the House of Represen-
cons/itu/ion of the Umted States. Resolved of the tatives the message of the President informing the Sen-
~enate and H~use of Representa: ' r. ~ ate that he had approved and signed the same .. .' (Sen-
/we~ of the United States of Amen- [ /J ,} b' _ . c&~✓ - a)e Journal/. It is unlikely that the president would have 
ca m congress assembled, (two J'l-•Ur~ - signed copies of the Thirteenth Amendment resolution 
thirds of both branches concurring) . subsequent to the_ "withholding· resolution's passage. This courtesy-
that the following article be proposed to the legislatures of the seir signed copy of the thirteenth amendment resolution _also bears the_signa-
era/ states as an amendment 10 the constitution of the United States lures of all but two of the 38 S~nators who voted f_or •ts passage. This doc-

/ . h h ·r, . . ' ument was not signed by Ben1amin Franklin Harding of Oregon or Morton 
w u_c , w e~ rail ted by three fourt~is of said legislatures, s~al~ be Smith Wilkinson of Minnesota. On January 30th, Harding had been grant-
va/td, to all intents and pwposes, as a part of the satd constltutwn, ed a leave of absence for the remainder of the session. 
number ARTICLE Xlll - Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary The President's signature may not have been necessary, but the same 
servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall could not be said of state approval. Before the amendment could become 
have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or law, ratification by three-fourths of the state legislatures was required. 
any place subject to their jurisdiction. - Section 2. Congress shall ~ccordi~gly, Secretary of _State William H. Seward immediately sent certl-
have power to enforce this article by appropriate /enislation " f1ed copies of the resolution to each governor. But even before a formal 

"' • copy was received, Illinois had ratified the thirteenth amendment. In a show 
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---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------

of support tor the president, his home state had voted in favor of ratifica
tion on February 1, the same day that Lincoln signed the measure. Gover
nor Richard J. Oglesby telegraphed the news to Lincoln at 7:25 that 
evening, informing him that '[T]he Legislature has by a large majority rati
fied the amendment to the Constitution. All suppose you had signed the 
Joint resolution of Congress. Great enthusiasm' (Oglesby to Lincoln, Feb
ruary 1, 1865). Five minutes later, Ward H. Lamon, the president's old law 
partner, and Edward L. Baker, editor of the Illinois State Journal, relayed the 
same news. The amendment had passed, they exclaimed triumphantly, 
'with a great hurrah' (Lamon and Baker to Lincoln, February 1, 1865). 

Addressing a Washington, D.C. crowd celebrating the historic event, 
Lincoln offered congratulations on the nation's great moral victory, but 
noted that there was still work to be done - the states had to consummate 
Congress's action. Maryland was about half through, Lincoln added, but he 
felt proud that Illinois was 'a little ahead' (contemporary newspaper 
accounts of Lincoln's speech). 

By the time Lee surrendered at Appomattox on April 9, twenty states 
had ratified the amendment, including Louisiana and Tennessee. Govern
ments of the latter two states had been reconstructed under Lincoln's so
called "Ten Percent Plan.' A component of his December 8, 1863 Procla
mation of Amnesty and Reconstruction, the plan guaranteed presidential 
recognition of new state governments once the number of persons swear
Ing allegiance to the United States equaled ten percent of the number of 
votes cast in that state in the 1860 presidential election. 

Tragically, Lincoln would not five to see the amendment become law. 
On April 14, 1865, Arkansas became the 21st state to ratify the measure; 
the approval of six more states was required. That evening, Lincoln was 
fatally shot by John WIikes Booth at Ford's Theatre. Lincoln died the next 
morning. With Georgia's ratification on December 6, 1865, the Thirteenth 
Amendment became part of the Constitution. When the amendment went 
Into effect twelve days later. it freed nearly a million slaves still held in 
bondage. By the end of January 1866, though no longer required for imple
mentation, five more states had added their votes of approval. The remain
ing states - Texas, Delaware, Kentucky and Mississippi - finally ratified the 
amendment in 1870, 1901, 1976 and 1995, respectively. 

With an estimate of $750,000 to $1 million, the 
document sold to an agent on behalf of a private, New 
York client for $1,645,000 plus 15% buyer's premium 
(totaling $1,868,750). Interestingly, we understand 
the new owner is only recently getting interested in 
historical documents and just added a "Boker" Eman
cipation Proclamation to his collection. 

Now... when a document of this magnitude 
comes up, those in the trade begin specuJating: 
"will it sell": "what's it worth"; "who could be in the 
market at this lever: "how did they get the con
signment!" And, as revealed in several conversa
tions wilh Bob prior to the sale, auctions at this 
level also present unique challenges. Chief among these are fath
oming related psychology and strategy. What mind-set goes with 
marketing such an item? What energies can insure a sale? And 
the second-guessing never ends. Do you disclose the reserve? 
Do you open the lot below the reserve in the hope of creating a 
bidding frenzy? Do you catalog the lot with a conservative or an 
aggressive estimate? Bob disclosed to select, interested parties 
the lact that the reserve (minimum net to the consignor) was 
$750,000. But he decided to open the lot at half that amount. Bids 
got up to about $550,000 the day prior to the close. I argued he 
should just open the lot at the minimum required level. Why not 
let everyone know what it would take? It would give serious bid
ders time to put together financing ... iJ necessary. Case in point: 
if someone decided to bid $600,000-perhaps a financial "stretch" 
but still possible given their assumption it might hammer at that 
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price, then they might not continue bidding if "pushed" up to the 
reserve. If, however, they were told they had to go above 
$750,000, it might provide time to refiect and determine if the 
greater amount could be secured. And, why risk a serious bid
der's frustration of getting ''outbid" in back-and-forth increments 
leading up to the reserve? In the case of institutional buyers, such 
funds are secured by committee ... an infamously slow process. 01 
course, all of this was proven moot. 

The document was taken on an extensive road-show; Ryan 
even made an appearance on C.N.N .. But he enjoyed a far more 
personal and lasting experience than simply "hawking a big-tick
et item." He wrote in an email: 

"I took the Thirteenth Amendment on an exhibition tour that 
began in Corsicana, Texas at the Pearce Civil War Museum at 
Navarro College, and on to the Dusable Museum of African Amer
ican History in Chicago, the Frederick Douglass Museum and 
Hall of Fame for Caring Americans in Washington, DC, ~he Martin 
Luther King Jr. National Historic Site in Atlanta, the North Car
olina Museum of History in Raleigh, NC, and finally to the Burling
ton Times-News Headquarters in Burlington, NC. The tour was 
designed to allow Americans from all over the country to hold 
witness to arguably the most controversial and powerful Amend
ment to our Constitution. Most who came lorth to behold the 
document were informed, engaged, and interactive. There were 
several instances that spoke to the power and freedom the 
Amendment represents. While at Navarro CoUege, a woman In 
her early forties after viewing the document stated that she 
would only be happy when she returned with her children to see 
the document that allowed her to reach for further education. 

The Dean of African American Studies, after being 
urged by his colleagues, visited us. After viewing 
the piece, he was allowed to hold it in his hands; 
tears came to his eyes as he recounted his 
upbringing under segregation. In Washington, DC 
at the Frederick Douglass Museum and Hall of 
Fame for Caring Americans, a woman held her 
eight year old child in her arms as she sat just feet 
away discussing the importance of what she was 
witnessing to her child. A Federal District Judge 
came to view it bringing with him his entire staff. 
A man in his mid-eighties, a veteran of World War 
Two, was brought to the document by his grand
son; he wanted to be in the presence of the Thir
teenth Amendment that freed the slaves, not to 

see it... as he was completely blind. It was then that I knew that 
we were experiencing something quite special. I had the chance 
to view others as they looked upon one of the greatest docu
ments in our history. But I quickly came to appreciate that this 
is more than paper and ink, that this is more than the past; that 
this is history, living and present." • 

Did the exhibition affect the success of the sale? Perhaps ... 
maybe not. But the final result did establish a record for a Lin
coln document, nearly doubling the previous high-water mark. 
All of this can only serve to heighten public awareness of our his
torical heritage. We often lose sight of the big picture. Buying, 
selling, cataloging often leaves one jaded. This reminds us what 
it is all about. 



----------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER----------------
The Great Debate, cont. 
and the southernmost counties in "Little Egypt" would the "Dan
ites", as the Buchanan supporters were called by Douglas, cost 
him appreciable votes. 

The contestants reflected contrasting personalities and 
physical appearances. Lincoln was nearly 12 inches more in 
height, almost grotesque in body appearance, in manners, and in 
garments, but not in his intuitive comprehension of what his audi
ence expected. When aroused his voice became shrill and could 
penetrate deeper. His tempo kept the shorthand reporters alert 
because "he might speak several words swiftly, and then arriving 
at the word or phrase he wanted to stress, 'he would let his voice 
linger and bear hard on that, and then he would rush to the end 
of bis sentence like lightning.'"2 He utilized humor, logical rea
soning, and gave his audience a feeling of truth in his words. 

The Little Giant's appearance was somewhat unique also. As 
one reporter summarized, "Douglas is no beauty, but he certain
ly has the advantage of Lincoln in looks."3 Myriad characteris
tics included a huge head with large deep-set eyes, a pugnacious 
nose, square chin, small ears and a body with lower limbs undu
ly short. Always neatly dressed in tailored clothes, he quickly 
radiated a magnetic personality and his love for political combat 
illuminated his demeanor. Sometimes he lost his composure and 
a defiant, belligerent substitute would appear. After his discon
nection with Buchanan he is reported to have said, "By God, Sir, 
I made Mr. James Buchanan and by God, Sir, I will unmake him." 
Once, in an unsuccessful attempt to explain his Nebraska Bill to 
a Know-Nothing crowd, the bombastic Douglas concluded with, 
"Abolitionists of Chicago! It is now Sunday morning. I'll go to 
church and you may go to Hell." Shortly after the debate a Geor
gia Senator, Robert Toombs, was asked U Douglas really was a 
great man and he instantly replied, "There has been but one 
greater, and he the Apostle Paul."4 

Only after adopting a strategy to follow Douglas from city to 
city and absorbing the Douglas press criticism that he couldn't 
attract an audience on his own did Lincoln contemplate a 
change. A provocative suggestion was made by the Chicago 
Press and Tribune that the two "canvass the state together, in the 
old western style." The reluctant Little Giant sensed that the 
proposal would benefit the challenger and the Incumbent would 
gain little. "I do not feel I want to go into this debate," he told his 
a.ides, "The whole country knows me and has me measured. 
Should I win I shall gain but little."5 He had already announced 
his campaign schedule, but a refusal to debate would bode ill for 
his reputation. Not surprisingly, however, the affiTmative answer 
came the same day the challenge was issued. Without hesitation 
he rejected Lincoln's recommendation to engage in at least SO
JOO encounters. However, he wouJd set the procedure rules: a 
three-hour session in each of seven (out of nine) state districts. 
They had each already appeared in the Chicago and Springfield 
venues. A session would consist of an one-hour opening, fol
lowed by the other candidate's hour and half presentation then 
a hall-hour rejoinder. With Douglas selecting the sites, the 
debates would commence on August 21 at Ottawa then to 
Freeport, Jonesboro, Charleston, Galesburg, Quincy, and termi
nate at Alton on October 15. 

Debate coverage was extraordinary and both candidates 
solicited partisan media coverage. Lincoln's favorable exposure 
was assisted by the Chicago Press and Tribune with the assign
ment of Horace White to accompany him during the two-month 
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campaign. Enhanced reporting occurred because of two other 
factors: shorthand and the telegraph. To insure accurate ver
batim reporting, White, who had not mastered the new short
hand technique, hired a specialist, Robert Hitt, to accompany 
him. Douglas countered by securing the expertise of Henry Bin
more and James Sheridan for the identical responsibilities. As the 
debates progressed, a comparative analysis of their partisan 
newspaper reports reflected a steady support for their respective 
candidates. As author Holzer observed, the phonographic 
reporters "on both sides of the contest not only heard things dif
ferently but heard different things."6 Hitt acknowledged that it 
was his responsibility "to report them on the Republican side." 
Horace White admitted to italicizing certain passages that Lincoln 
had emphasized and some points needing clarity "but no changes 
were made by me except in a few cases where confusion on the 
platform, or the blowing of the wind, had caused some slight hia
tus or evident mistake in catching the speaker's words."7 Olten 
the writer and shorthand expert would do the story immediately 
after the debates, hurry to the nearest telegraph station and for
ward a short story to the newspaper. The full text appeared in the 
high circulation p;ipP.rs in two or three days, although most news
papers were semi-weekly or weekly publications. 

NOW: Let the forensic fight begin! 

1. fYITAWA Auiust 21 
3rd Congressional District (12 counties). 
Attendance: 12,000. Weather: hot & dusty. 
1856 Presidential vote: 57% Rep.; 37% Demo.; 6% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 8,506; AL 8,475. 

The small, northern Dlinois town 
was inundated with overnight visitors 
that arrived by every possible mode 
of transportation-wagon, horseback, ,, 
canal boats, carriages, walk.ing and at 
least 19 railroad passenger cars lrom 
Peoria and Chicago. 

The numerous news reports men
tioned the dust, hot weather and lack 
of shade trees at the debate site. No 
matter, It was an occasion for witness
ing the exchange between the state's 
most eminent politician and the 
state's soon-to-be eminent politician. 

Douglas opened with an aggres
sive charge that Lincoln and Trumbull 
bad conspired to destroy the old Whig 
party in Illinois after the passage of 
the Kansas-Nebraska bill. He then c__ ___ ......,..._ __ ___, 

asked Lincoln several questions-all 
pertaining to slavery. It set the agen
da for future slavery discussions. No 
mention was made of some obvious 
state issues that included railroad leg
islation, homestead laws, or economic 
subjects. Lincoln did not respond to 
Douglas's queries but did introduce 
the irreconcilable issue of slavery. He 

In September of 2002, Ottawa, 
1 llnois - site of the first Lin

ccln-Douglas debate In 1858-
dedicated these statues In 

Washington Square where the 
contest occurred. These hero
ic-sized bronze statues, 125% 
life-size, were created by local 
artist Rebecca Chllders-Caleel. 
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Ottawa, IL was not only the first location for the debates, but the home town of 
The Daily little Giant, a campaign newspaper favorable to the re-election of 

Stephen Douglas as United States Senator from Illinois. 

asked, "How can popular sovereignty be a viable proposal after 
the Supreme Court's Dred Scott decision?" He faulted Douglas 
for his indifference to the moral question declaring, "When he 
says he ·cares not whether slavery is voted down or voted 
up' ... he is in my judgment penetrating the human soul and erad
icating the light of reason and the love of liberty in the American 
people."4 

One reporter felt that the eloquent Douglas spoke with great 
animation and rapidity. Actually, the 8,506 words he delivered 

RE:VA.TOR OlllJGL/i.8 
"ffflt' addreH the people or Dllno11 aL lhe Um.ea. an• 

'11&oe1 mu,tiooed bd~• ; 

~:.-.;~:::·::::::~:i:~~:0~:~::i~J!~· tt ~ ! 
ll09mout.b •........ \Vaf1'1l'n1.o ...... Tnuda7, Oc-t. a. 
~teatturr ......... Kuoz eo ......... ThurtdllJ, Oc&, t. 
llacomb .......... llcOonoagh co .. 8Aturd■y, 01:t.. ~ 
<JarU11re •.......... Hancoc:k N .... Jdond•1• Oct. 11. 
lfQ.J.ne7 •M •• ._. ••••• Ad•1ri1 co .. , . W~Jneac\17,0ot. 18 . 
.Atton .............. MadbaM co .. PrfdN.J', Oc.t. 15. 
IIOUleep1e . ....... .. u ... coupln co .... $.ALur,la,-, Ou. le. 
""Deaa. ur .. ...... .. Muosi co ..... Mnnd&1, 6cl. J&,. 
-a,prinl'h1d ........ 8ao,a.monco ... W'ednelday,OcL to . 
.Allaaco. ...... ...... L<IJ<U ••· ..... 'l'hundo:r, Oot, Vt. 

:J11 .. .sogi.cui ........ M0Lu11 co ..... FrhJ .. ,-, OcL ti. 
~lea~··· ........ 81art co ....... tuetdar, fh:.c. to. 
-4eee-.o ........... lhtntJ' co ...... Thu.r,.da,1 Oct. ~-
--.i, I,tud ....... R~k bland co. ¥rldo1, OcL. 9'. 

A list of cities at which Douglas would appear. 
Galesburg and Alton, site of two of the debates, 
are among the list, even though no mention is 

made of the fact that Lincoln would also be 
appearing at these venues. 

represented only a 
94.5 word-per-minute 
average-his lowest 
rate for all the 
debates. In all, nearly 
128,000 words were 
delivered by the two 
contestants. Douglas 
averaged 104 per 
minute for the total 10 
hours allotted each 
debater, Lincoln but 
100. At the conclusion 
of the seven debates, 
the Little Giant had 
spoken 2,400 more 
words than Lincoln. 

The word counts 
were based on two 

partisan newspapers-the Chicago Press and Tribune, Lincoln's 
supporter, and the Chicago Times, the prerDouglas organ. The 
four lmbedded stenographers, when interrogated about the 
accuracy of their submitted news stories, swore that no editori
al prowess had been utilized. But changes were made, as both 
Edwin Sparks and Harold Holzer discovered. However, in a com
parative study of the two published records, no major partisan 
changes were made and "the chief variations are a few unimpor
tant verbal changes~ said Sparks. Often the environment was 
hostile to the reporters seated on hastily constructed platforms, 
overcrowded and subject to varying climatic conditions of 
excessive heat, as at Ottawa, or an extremely windy and cold sit
uation as at Freeport and Quincy. Word number count taken 
from Sparks (1908) and Holzer (1993) will show some slight vari
ance. For example: counting Douglas's word utterances for 
Charleston revealed only a 20-word difference. At Freeport, 
Sparks failed to report three paragraphs not printed in the Chica
go Press and Tribune's account. 
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2. FREEPORT August 27 
1st Congressional District (8 counties). 
Attendance: 15,000. Weather: cold, cloudy & windy. 
1856 Presidential vote: 73% Rep.; 34% Demo.; 3% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 9,633; AL 8,422. 

A second northern Illinois venue and 
home to a very heavy concentration of Lin
coln supporters. Here, challenger Lincoln 
asked the question that would ultimately 
cost Douglas the support of the old South. 
After answering the Ottawa queries, Lincoln 
posed some questions of his own and the 
second one would help make him President r,-,er.:i-:-------, 
down the road. It was: "Can the people of a 
U.S. territory, in any lawful way, against the 
wish of any citizen of the U.S., exclude slav
ery from its limits prior to the formation of 
a state constitution?" 

If Douglas answered in the affirmative, 
then he would have ignored the Dred Scott 
decision and disappointed his supporters in Site marker and statue 
southern fllinois and alienated the slave
holding south. If he answered in the nega
tive, then he would have repudiated his 
popular sovereignty doctrine and disap

grouping "Lincoln and 
Douglas in Debate" 

dedicated in 1992 by 
Illinois artist Lily Tolpo. 

pointed the northern Illinois Democrats. -------
Promptly he responded, when his rejoinder came up, "I answer 
emphatically .. .it matters not what way the Supreme Court may 
hereafter decide as to the abstract question whether slavery may 
or may not go into a Territory under the Constitution, the people 
have the lawful means to introduce it or exclude ii as they please, 
for the reason that slavery cannot exist a day or an hour any
where, unless it is supported by local police regulation." 

Unquestionably, Douglas gave his answer serious thought 
and considered the ultimate consequences. His fixation with the 
doctrine of popular sovereignty made predictable, as Lincoln 
anticipated, the response. Lincoln was also in a quandry after 
conferring with his political advisers as to the wisdom of asking 
the question. To a man they opposed it. The question would 
permit Douglas to escape the embarrassment endured after the 
Dred Scott case was announced. Just as Lincoln was determined 
to ask the question, Douglas was determined to give his logical 
answer. It would change our history. 

The Momentous Dred Scott Case 

More than thirty times during the debates, Lincoln cited 
Dred Scott and constantly chided the Court for making such an 
atrocious decision. Only the Declaration of Independence drew 
more attention from him. 

Born on a Virginia plantation and named "Sam", the slave 
ultimately accompanied his owner, Peter Blow, to St. Louis. 
Either by sale, or will, Sam became the possession of Captain 
John Emerson, a surgeon at nearby Jefferson Barracks, Missouri. 
In 1832 the master and slave were transferred to an army post in 
the tree state of Illinois. State laws permitted slave residence, 
called sojourning, but for only one year. Capt. Emerson 
remained at Rock Island for three years before another transfer 

continued, next page 
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to Ft. Snelling (Minnesota) in the r.;::=::::::=======::::::;:------------~ membership of the Court, a 
Wisconsin Territory where slav- L1ac 01•'• N•fT0 Eqoou,, oodr1ae. T/le Daily Little Giant plays the race card. solution entertained by FDR 

At 111110.AGO. 

ery was also illegal. While there, 11,. Ltncotn. i• bi. ,pmh at Obi••l!O, on In "Lincoln's Negro Equality Doctrine". years later. The 7-2 support 
for unknown reasons, Sam 1ho ~•h 01 Jufy 1" 1• " 1d' the Republican challenger Is accused of Taney enjoyed would require 

u\(y fri1,•ndll,, l h,,., dPta1ntd you about 
acquired a new name, "Great ,no~•• I d••l•Ld 10 do. 1nd , b .. unl), altering his message according ta the six new members, appointed 

10 uy, k,mdlo<ffrd nU tM, gc,ibl,U,,v o/mJt 
Scott", after "Old Fuss & Feath- i.u. 111 •• •"" rA, ,1,.., m••-•hi•••« .,w1 audience he was addressing. In Chicago. by a Republican president and 
ers" General Winfield Scotl. Fel- t:J ;;~:;.~ ,~:_ ~~:~ r,:.;t::;f ;:{;~;: Lincoln urged his listeners to "discard all approved by a Republican Sen
low servants substituted "Dred" f,ri .. ,,...,In, d1•••"' 1010"' '"

nd'ni th
'' I his quibbling about.. this race and thal ate. Neither solution was pos-

\.C't ban It.It u1. Lu ua dl~rd all tbue 
for "Great" and the appe.llation •hinl(t', and ••11 .. ,.H. P"'1'1• tArnpl,..it race, and the other race being inferior, sible in 1858. 

tire land, utuil Wt!. ,H,11 on~ more artan,d up 
was readily adopted. """'"'"' 1hu ALL llP.'I ARE CREATED and therefore they must be placed in an 

EQUAL. 
The death of Captain Erner- Mr. Lincoln in lhe ..... ,p .. ,h add.o: inferior position ... ALL MEN ARE GREAT· 

son in 1843 ultimately initiated a »:;fa:";;;:: ~Jj':,i;":a.,'(,,'.";ff;J ~";:i:,~ ED EQUAL .. " In Charleston, known as 
series of lawsuits against Mrs. tAal au""" "" "l••I "'"" ,,,o.cipi,., at\d Egypt, speaking ta an audience with 

mat-ln9 auption, to le. .,Mi-, 11ill tl 111,p. 
Emerson in 1846 and John Sand- if •••m•• tar•,, d.,,, not m,un a ,.,v,o, southern sympathies, Lincoln reversed 
ford in 1853. Without question, :;.:,;::;,:;:'~'"""' .. v ;i..., "'' ,..... himself. • ... I am nal nor never have been 
the motivation was political. oow• '"xom. in favor of bringing aboUl in any way. the 

In hia «pccah 1L Cb■-rle1tou1 Co1t'J'C:oun11, 
The anti-slavery philosophy per- llr. Lincoln gllgh~, modlll .. hi, •le.-■, lo social and political equality of the white 
mealed all of the events leading 1ui1 • m11der clira,.1,: and black races; that I am not, nor ever 
to the Supreme Court decision. ,1d~;~;

1;1.,i.':.~P C:\,;~• .;:~•~~• !'{~:; have been in favor of making voters of 
Mrs. Emerson transferred own- "be''"' 1 "''' , .. u, in r ... , or proda,in, the negraes. or 1·urors. or quaJm,ing them 

3. JONESBORO September 15 
9th Congressional District 
(18 counties). 
Attendance: 1,500. 
Weather: fair. 
1856 Presidential vote: 4% Rep.; 
71% Demo.; 25% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 10,629; 
AL 9,105. 

& perfect t.qu1UtJ btt,.ttft 1he ne-ir~• aad "1 
ership to her brother, John Sand- w• ••t,11. r,oo111,. whll• I h,d ••• propo,.d to hold office, or having them ta marry As the Douglas train 

to myulf upon 1bit occuicm to HJ much 
ford, who had moved lrom St apon 1ha1 ,uhJw, .. 1h,1 q••""'" ... with white people ... while they do remain approached the small station 

v k C rttked mt, l 1boLicht I would tw:cur,y, p~r- I f J Louis to New ,or ity and, in so hop• o .. 111inu1, 1 ... 11ng-1•m•'"'•i1 '• ,.. together [the white and black racesf, at Anna-a mi e rom ones. 
doing, legalized a Supreme Court ,,,d~fii'~, ,h .. , iha1 1 • ., 001 ••• .... , there must be the position of superior boro--the brass cannon bel-
suit based on "diverse citizen- bm b«n 1n , ... , orbri•~•~ ,bonL In ••1 and inferior, that I, as much as any other lowed his arrival. It was proce
ship." Mrs. Emerson resided ;~{,•.'!;;~~•1k•~~,:;';"~~~:?".'!';.0~~ ;~; man, am in favor of the superior position dural. Douglas had rented a 

nu hno bt:,n In lnor ol m11king Tot.tr, or 
with her sister in Connecticut 

1 
'.~~ •~I.''"!"' o:J"".'!?~ J.'.J"::'!'."!. t!;,i;: being assigned to the white race ... " private car and flatcar with 

until she married C. C. Chaffee, a ~~~~~~~~~~~~===========J mounted cannon from the llli-
Massachusetts physician who later served in the U.S. House of nois Central railroad: the cannon for showmanship, the coach 
Representatives as a member ol the American Party. Although for comfort. His wife, the attractive Adele Cutts, was at his side. 
the American Party was not an avowed anti-slavery party, its She had been reluctant to accompany him but a Criend's encour-
membership embraced the movement. The anti-slavery Senator agement that "the quiet, dignified in[luence you will exert in his 
Charles Sumner also represented that state until his injuries, behalf simply by your presence ... and the lee ling to appreciate so 
received in the U.S. Senate from pro-slavery Preston Brooks, sweet a smile as you can't help smiling-such is the kind of aid 
forced an unwanted retirement. you can give." She acquiesced. 

Two days after Buchanan gave his inaugural address, Chief Only 30 miles from Cairo, and at a latitude south of Rich-
Justice Taney, in a 54-page decision, declared that: I) Dred mond, Va., with a city population of less than 800, Jonesboro was 
Scott's color prevented a legal suit because "Negroes had no more anti-Lincoln than pro-Douglas. In the upcoming Presiden-
rights which the white man was bound to respect; and that the tial election Douglas received but 49% of the Union county vote.9 
Negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his ben- However, the Danite (Buchanan) gathering was " ... small and 
efit" and, 2) the Missouri Compromise, which prevented slavery lacking in enthusiasm," one journalist surmised. Reporter 
north of the 36 30 line, was not legal; nor, 3) did residence in a Horace White observed that the country people attending the 
free state (IUinois) change his status. debate came uinto the little town with ox teams mostly ... in wag-

Roger 8. Taney was appointed Chief Justice by President ons old-fashioned and looked as though they were ready to fall 
Andrew Jackson, after supporting him staunchly during the War in pieces."10 The day before he and Lincoln "sat in front of the 
on the Bank years. Jackson's vehement denunciation of the Jonesboro Hotel looking" at Donati's Comet as it passed over 
Supreme Court's decision that the Bank was constitutional "and greatly admired this visitor." (fhe comet was lirst observed 
brought forth a declaration from him that "Marshall has made by Giovanni Donati on June 2 and photographed two weeks after 
his decision, now let him enforce it." Lincoln and Douglas might White and Lincoln were "much excited" when they witnessed it.) 
have employed the very words to negate Taney's decision that Douglas repeated the same old charge that the House Divid-
Blacks had no constitutional rights and the Federal government ed scripture quote implied that the nation was contrary to the 
could not touch slavery in the territories. The controversial deci- law of God. He concluded his refutation of that point with, "Thus 
sion eradicated the Republican Party's objective to establish our government was formed on the principle of diversity in the 
free territories and Douglas's "popular sovereignty" principle of local institutions and laws, and not that of uniformity." Lincoln's 
letting the resident people decide the question. forthright reply was, "I say that Judge Douglas and his Criends 

Lincoln and the Republicans enjoyed but two legal solutions have changed the policy from the way in which our fathers orig-
to offset Taney's Constitutional interpretation. They must either inally placed it. I say the way in which our fathers left this sub-
1) change the Constitution, such change requiring 2/3rds of Con- ject of slavery was in the course of ultimate extinction ... " 
gressional approval and 3/4ths of the states, or 2) change the 
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4. CHARLESTON September 18 
7th Congressional District (15 counties). 
Attendance: 12,000. Weather: sunny. 
1856 Presidential vote: 22% Rep.; 53% Demo.; 25% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 9,566; AL 9,669. 

Abraham's beloved stepmother, 
Sarah Bush Johnston Lincoln 
(1788-1869), in Charleston, 

circa 1864. When Thomas Lin-

Here Lincoln's stepmother and 
numerous relatives lived, and his 
father was buried, just seven miles 
south of town. Here he practiced 
law and befriended a whole cadre of 
professionals. Here he engaged Dou
glas in a forensic encounter. 

The Charleston debate was in 
sharp contrast to the previous Jones
boro encounter. With attendance at 
least ten times greater, the jubilant 
atmosphere was thick with a parti
san population. Both contestants 
spent the night before at the 12-mile 
distant city of Mattoon. The two pro
cessions, folJowing different routes, 
arrived at Charleston amidst a carni
val atmosphere. The Chicago Press & 
Tribune reporter, Horace White, was 

coin died in 1851, she became especially attracted to the Republi-
a widow for the second time. can procession that included "a 

young lady on horseback holding 
aloft a banner inscribed, 'Kansas, I will be free.' As she was very 
good looking, we thought that she would not remain free always." 

The Douglas procession-without the Little Giant who 
opted to travel via his "Douglas Special" train-included sixteen 
couples carrying American flags on hickory poles and sixteen 
couples with ash sticks, symbolizing the union of Democrats and 
Whigs. Hickory poles represented the Democratic Party and 
were an allusion to Andrew Jackson, "Old Hickory." The ash 
poles reflected the support for the native of Ashland, Henry Clay, 
the popular early leader of the Whig party. 

The debate platform was lull with 60 men. Mrs. Douglas was 
excluded as well as Lincoln's relatives and stepmother. Lincoln 
opened the debate with a brief acknowledgment that there was 
a social and political inequality of the races. He then embarked 
on a lengthy discussion of the Douglas charge that Trumbull had 
accused Douglas of agreeing to a plot to form a Kansas constitu
tion without giving the people an opportunity to vote on it. Nat
urally, he freed Trumbull of any wrongdoing. During his rejoin
der, Lincoln exercised some drama when be pulled, by the collar, 
an old Democrat friend, Orlando Ficklin, to the podium to testify 
that he had not voted against sending supplies to the troops dur
ing the Mexican War, as Douglas charged. FickJin's answer was 
amorphous, but Lincoln felt vindicated. 

In his 30-minute rejoinder, Lincoln attempted to clarify sev
eral charges Douglas had made against him. "Now, my opinion is 
that the different States have the power to make a Negro a citi
zen, under the Constitution of the United States, if they choose. 
The Dred Scott decision decides that they have not that power. 
If the State of Illinois had that power, I should be opposed to the 
exercise of it", he concluded. 11 And-Dred Scott died the day 
before the Charleston debate. 
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Following the debates both parties enthusiastically went to 
partisan political raJlies downtown. Later, Lincoln joined his ste(>
mother and relatives for supper and then attended another rally 
on the city square. He returned to Springfield the following day. 

5. GALESBURG October 7 
4th Congressional District (11 counties). 
Attendance: 20,000. Weather: very windy, cloudy. 
1856 Presidential vote: 46% Rep.; 42% Demo.; 12% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 9,095; AL 7,852. 

A severe weather change the day before the 5th debate at 
Galesburg did not hamper the enthusiasm of the profusion of 
Lincoln and Douglas supporters. The attendance easily out
numbered those of previous debates. The 20,000 present would 
have been 2,000 more had not a 22-car train from Peoria stalled 
several miles out with.---------------....., 
engine trouble. With 
only 30 minutes left in 
the debate, the train 
pulled into the station. 

The cold and 
windy day did force a 
relocation of the speak
er's platform to shield 
the throng. As the 
Democratic Chicago 
Times described the 
weather • ... the cold 
was Intense. Mr. Lin
coln ... was nervous and 
trembling; whether 

A turn-of-the-century photograph of Old Main 
Building with its distinctive bell tower at Knox 
College in Galesburg. The debating stand was 
erected against this east end of the building. 

from the cold, or through fear of what was in store for him, we 
are unable to say."I2 

To reach the newly located platform it was necessary to 
enter the main building of Knox College and climb through the 
window, a trek that produced a classic Lincoln remark, "Well at 
least I have gone through college."13 

That bit of humor was not a common characteristic of the 
three debate hours soon to follow. The strain of daily travel, 
receptions and constant appeals for impromptu speeches, in 
addition to the four major debates just addressed, was teUing on 
the candidates. "Douglas's voice was deep, hoarse and indis
tinct," a Douglas biographer admitted. I4 Lincoln may have been 
spent also. For unknown reasons, he cut short-by 11 to 13 min
utes-his 90-minute presentation. The 7,852 words would be 
almost 2,000 less than at Charleston. 

Douglas's opening consisted of the reoccurring charges that 
there were two Lincolns-one in northern Illinois as an aboli
tionist and one in southern Illinois as a Henry Clay compromiser. 
In his 30-minute rejoinder, he was interrupted repeatedly after 
speaking for but three or lour minutes. The "cat calls. groans, 
cheers, and other noises, prevented the speaker from proceed
ing," a reporter wrote. "Gentlemen, I ask you to remember Lhat 
Mr. Lincoln was listened to respectfully, and I have the right to 
insist that I shall not be interrupted during my reply," Douglas 
asserted. The crowd responded favorably to Lincoln's request 
that "I hope that silence will be preserved." 

Lincoln hit the Dred Scott decision and continued to cite the 
continued. next page 
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Declaration of Independence as a model for the country to follow. 
After a lengthy quote of Henry Clay's he resonated with "Douglas 
is blowing out the moral lights around us ... he is in every possible 
way preparing the public mind. by his vast influence. for making 
the institution of slavery perpetual and nationaJ.•!5 

6. QUINCY October 13 
5U1 Congressional District (8 counties). 
Attendance: 15,000. Weather: clear sky. 
1856 Presidential vote: 27% Rep.; 52% Demo.; 21 % Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 8,970; AL 9,125. 

One journalist observed that the 6th debate had degenerat
ed somewhat and the speakers were not extraordinary. Howev
er, Carl Schun evaluated Lincoln's speech as "very clear, logical, 
persuasive, convincing and very sympathetic, but not as some
thing overwhelming." And Stephen Douglas's "face seemed a lit
tle puffy and it was said he had been drinking hard spirits." 

The crowd numbered 15,000-as large as Freeport. One 
reporter said there "was an army of banners, thunder from the 
cannons firing, stirring music and although the weather was 
uncomfortable, the crowd was immense." 

Lincoln opened with a summary of the debates where he 
had asked Douglas what he would do if the Supreme Court ruled 
that states could not exclude slavery. At Galesburg, he recalled, 
Douglas had given a brief response to his question but "his 
answer was as vague as the decision itself.•16 Speculating what 
legal approach could be taken to eliminate slavery in the states, 
Lincoln contemplated the solution he would attempt as Presi
dent. " .. .it should be in terms I don't suppose the nation is very 
likely soon to agree to, the terms of making the emancipation 
gradual, and compensating the unwilling owners." Douglas did 
address the query when he took the podium. Almost in bitter
ness he responded with "I told him that there was not a man pos
sessing any brains In America, lawyer or not, who ever dreamed 
that such a thing could be done." 

With a humor-loaded attack on the merits of Douglas's po~ 
ular sovereignty doctrine, Lincoln mussed that the "Supreme 
Court, cooperating with him, has squatted his squatter sover
eignty out." He then uttered a Lincoln classic- "Has it not got 
down as thin as the homeopathic soup that was made by boiling 
the shadow of a pigeon that had starved to death?"17 

7. ALTON October 15 
8th Congressional District (9 counties). 
Attendance: 7,000. Weather: cloudy, threat of rain. 
1856 Presidential vote: 23% Rep.; 49% Demo.; 28% Am. 
Spoken words: SAD 9,094; AL 10,362. 

Only two days after the Quincy debate the grand finale 
took place at nearby Alton, located on the Mississippi river 20 
miles north of St. Louis. The 7,000 in attendance was, except for 
Jonesboro, the lowest figure for the debates. Perhaps the loca
tion or, as one writer conjectured, "the novelty had worn off and 
the full reports of the previous debates had satisfied the public 
curiosity." Too, both speakers had been in the county earlier. 

"Now, tell Mary what you think of our chances! She is rather 
dispirited," Lincoln remarked to Gustave Koerner who recalled 
the conversation sometime later. Mary had been reluctant to 
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accompany her husband on the previous debates because of her 
responsibility to her children. However, Robert's Springfield 
Cadets and "Merritt's Cadet Band" were to take a special train 
and Mary opted to accompany them. The presence of the attrac
tive Mrs. Douglas may even have motivated her in order to 
enhance her husband's appearance. 

At the introductions Douglas seemed embarrassed by a Dan
ite who insisted on asking a question before the opening 
address. The patient Little Giant listened to the query, "Do you 
believe that the territorial legislature ought to pass laws to pro
tect slavery in the territories?" A quick response was "You will 
get an answer in the course of my remarks." And the answer 
came in a bitter attack on the r--,----::: 
Danite and Buchanan. In dis
cussing the Lecompton issues ,......,___ 
Douglas asserted that: "l could 
not vote in favor of them. 1 had 
as much right to judge for 
myself how I should vote as he 
(President Buchanan) had, yet 
he undertook to say to me, 'lf 
you do not vote as I tell you, I 
~ -----------

will take off the heads of your The site of the Alton debate at Broad
frlends.' I replled to him, 'You 
did not elect me. I represent Illi
nois, and I am accountable to Uli

way and Market. (We question the 
aesthetics ... "Keep Off' 11Jsteful/y 

chiseled all over the base!) 
nois, as my constituency, and to ----------
God; but not to the President.'" And, Buchanan did behead all 
Douglas federal employees in Illinois. 

Still, the morality question was not addressed. His position 
was not unlike the States' Rights doctrine adhered to by the 
southerners when the war was about to commence. As Lincoln 
consistently pointed out, Douglas cared not for the moral ques
tion. Lincoln repeatedly and unhesitatingly said, "if there be a 
man amongst us who does not think that the institution of slav
ery is wrong or any one of the aspects of which I have spoken, 
be is misplaced and ought not to be with us." This portion of Lin
coln's speech probably contained the most impressive utter
ances of the campaign. He continued, "He contends that what
ever community wants slaves has a right to have them. So they 
have, if it is not a wrong. But If it is a wrong, he cannot say peo
ple have a right to do wrong." Lincoln promptly made a sharp 
attack against the "unfriendly legislation" doctrine. He noted 
that Judge Douglas was "furious against those who go for revers
ing the Dred Scott decision, but the Judge favors the right of the 
people for passing unfriendly legislation to by-pass the court's 
decision." 

A Cincinnati Commercial editorial found "the debates 
between Messrs. Douglas and Lincoln one of the weakest, least 
candid and most entirely useless ... of any that ever took place." 
It is to be noted that many of the critical editorials appeared in 
southern or Buchanan-backed northern papers. The excellent 
popular response and the almost excessive media coverage 
attest to the huge general interest. The profound personalities 
of the candidates-one a national figure and the other a well 
known state personality, who became a national figure generat
ed engrossed attention. As a Massachusetts editorial observed, 
"no man of this generation bas grown more rapidly before the 
country than Lincoln in this canvass." 
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Unquestionably, the debates were in the papers, both daily 
and weekly, within two or three days-thanks to technology, 
shorthand experts, instant transmission by telegraph and rail
roads. The contest generated an enormous interest in the sub
ject that was covered: slavery. True, the reader, and those 
attending, did not hear about the numerous potential issues as 
the tariff, railroads, homestead and other political proposals, 
but there is little to suggest that he cared. It was a drama of 
stump speaking and all of the gala associated with it: marching 
bands, the banners, the mass of spectators and the dynamic per
sonalities of the two in combat. 

The combatants were in agreement on several salient 
points. Neither wished to see slavery extended and both were 
strong unionists who deplored sectionalism. They did not agree 
on the means to be used for the slavery solution nor the impor
tance of the "moral" question. Lincoln better reflected the 
increased discord in America concerning slavery. Most histori
ans agree that Douglas did appear indifferent to the moral issue 
involved with slavery. Speculation accords us one more possi
bility for his seemingly amoral stance. A mutual attachment 
grew between Douglas and his slave-owning father-in-law, 
Colonel Robert Martin. After his marriage to Martha Martin in 
1847, the Colonel's wedding gift to Douglas was an absolute deed 
to a Mississippi plantation including 160 slaves. Douglas humbly 
rejected the gift because he was "totally ignorant of that species 
of property." The Colonel respected his wish, but willed the 
property to Martha, and Douglas was designated as manager of 
the estate. His contact with that "species of property~ and his 
great respect for his father-in-law may have generated a reluc
tance to discuss the "moral" question. 

Always traveling first class, the campaign's cost to Douglas 
was nearly $60,000. A heavy mortgage annihilated most of his 
assets. The parsimonious Lincoln spent less than $1,000. Both 
utilized the railroad, carriage and boat to convey them to enter 
60 counties and traveled nearly 9,000 miles. Together they deliv
ered more than 100 two-to-three hour scheduled speeches and 
an equal number of brief discourses. 

More than 366,000 votes were cast for state senators and rep
resentatives-no one could vote directly for Lincoln or Douglas. 
On a rainy, cold election day, Lincoln polled 52%, but it was not 
enough due to the six-year old state apportionment law. When 
the state legislature met in joint caucus the real election took 
place and resulted in 54 votes for Douglas and 46 for Lincoln. 

Only three days after the election of Douglas- the Sandusky 
[Ohio] Register announced, "An enthusiastic meeting is in 
progress here tonight in favor of Lincoln for the next Republican 
Candidate for President." When asked by a friend how he felt 
about the election, he answered, "Well, it hurts too much to 
laugh and I'm too big to cry.•111 

The lour-year presidential election interval witnessed a dra
matic polttical change in the debate counties and districts. In the 
counties that hosted the discussions, five of the seven gave Lin
coln the majority-only the river city of Quincy and Egypt's 
Jonesboro favored Douglas. In fact, Jonesboro demonstrated the 
sharp cleavage in the Democratic party as the former Danites 
(now Bell) supporters came within 165 votes ol besting Douglas. 
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And, Two Years Later ... 
With his sinewy hand placed firmly on the Bible, a pale and 

nervous Abraham Lincoln said, "l, Abraham Lincoln, do solemn
ly swear that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of the 
United States ... " in response to Chief Justice Roger Brooke 
Taney's administering the oath of office. The Chief Justice was 
not pleased with his constitutional duty. His Dred Scott decision 
had been undermined by both Lincoln and Douglas during the 
1858 llllnois Senatorial Debates. Now, to compound that displea
sure, he had to transfer the executive office to a Republican. Lin
coln had been introduced to the 10-15,000 in attendance by Sen
ator Edward Baker of Oregon, a long-time friend. Nearby sat a 
frail but smiling Stephen A. Douglas, holding a cumbersome 
black hat belonging to his old adversary. Strange, but the hat
holding Douglas and the disconsolate Taney were the two prin
cipal agents responsible for Lincoln's election. 

Fate denied these four men the euphoria of observing the 
complete termination of a horrendous Civil War just approaching. 
The Little Giant succumbed to an unknown illness on April 25, 
1861. Senator Baker, a veteran of the Mexican War, enlisted in the 
army and catapulted to the rank of major general but died in the 
Battle of Ball's Bluff, October 21, 1861. The 87 year-old Taney never 
accepted the Union's "moral" position on slavery and died Octot
ber 12, 1864 stiU WlSyropathetic to the national government's use 
of force to terminate secession. Finally, only 11 days before the last 
major CSA army surrendered to Sherman, Booth's obsession pro
pelled him up the stairs in Ford's Theater to kill Lincoln. -&:> 
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Postal and Fractional, cont. 

50 CENTS. 

Postage Stamps Innovative merchants affixed combinations of stamps to 
cards advertising their businesses. William Newton's 

location • Adjoining the Post Office" may have facilitated 
the issuance of such Items. 

This small envelope was a convenient and 
safe ~ to carry fifty cents in stamps. 

It was hard tor anyone not to recognize 
postage currency. II had Images of stamps 

and had perforated edges. 

ory, he reflects on the Interaction between family and hobby: "I have always wondered what my coUecting looks like to them, and 
have always been happy that they have given me the great support and understanding that such involvement with a passion can 
take ... And now. alter feeling I have exhausted my collecting interest in Fractionals, it frees up some time to work closely with them 
on the family's new avocation ... horses!" We don't know how much time wlU be allocated to pasture and stable, as O'Mara now plans 
to coUect obsolete bank and scrip notes from New Jersey. Is another landmark sale In the offing? Bet on it! 

As stated In the Bowers article, hoarding of coins during the Civil War resulted in severe shortages that impinged on the abiUty 
of merchants to conduct retail business. On July 17. 1862, President Lincoln signed a law that called for "Postage and other" stamps 
to be used In place of coins in ordinary circulation. Naturally, postage stamps would tend to deteriorate rapidly and stick together, 
making their use in circulation quite difficult and awkward. Therefore, private --------- r----=====, 
printers and merchants produced various types of postage stamp envelopes that 
contained popular combinations of stamps (10, 20, 25 and 50 cents). Alterna
tively, they would print and distribute business cards with the stamps affixed. 
Like the Civil War tokens and encased postage stamps that followed in their 
wake, such business cards served a dual purpose-advertising a merchant and 
facilitating commerce. 

So, the effort to alleviate the coin shortage was rather haphazard. Most of 
lhe innovations were of short duration and a stop-gap nature. Eventually, the 
mass production of fractional currency proved the most popular and efficient 
means of addressing the issues at hand. 

Stamps and currency are generally cataloged in standard reference works. 
with numbers assigned to each known variety. The names Scott and Criswell 
come to mind in this regard. The field of fractional currency is no exception. 

There, the collecting fraternity relies on L,._,;;....;.:~;;.;::::;;;;~~ ..::;;....;;:;;;;.;;;=-----------M 
r----------- ...... Arthur L. and Ira S. Friedberg's Paper 

Money of the United States. Naturally, the 
designations are "Friedberg" numbers, 
with the prefix "Fr." 

The variety of collectibles associated 
with postal and fractional currency is 

The top lot of the O'Mara Sale was this 10-
cent Third Issue note, Fr. 1255a Tte finer of 

only two examples known, it sold for 
$138,000 ... a wortd record. 

I 
I 

Fractional currency shipped to financial insti
tutions may have been senl in boxes wrth 

labels such as this, describing the contents ... 
7,600 notes totalling $1,000 fn value. 
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Two CDVs poke fun at the newly-l1troduced fractional curren
cy. One has Treasury Secretary Chase's Image superimposed 
on a collage of notes, titled "A Public Nuisance. For further 

particulars, see CHASE on currency." The other describes "A 
Chaste Attempt" to give these notes a "metallic ring." 

UNITED STATES 'l!REASURY. 

? / / N'l,,W-YOltK. N>'•. IUlh. """'-

'Th.irt will enUtl~ 1h1~ holrl~'I" lo N. 

, ... ,-i-v1 1u ,oH.,lumu,• fbrl'nitNJt-ata.1k>8NOW!ii 

;Z: /., -u..11 ..... 
ih POST.A.OE OURRENOY. ('ft(tl, ~·~hf'lnv 
itncJ 'rh.u1'!111Ay nutil tU.rtbtit- notit-, . 

.,/ c· . .JOHN .r ()lb<.?(). 
~-Y- ..,, ~ .. --.~·'{ ..t.• .. LTt~11•r.l.,;. 

Initial production of postage currency was Insuffi
cient to meet the demand. This coated stock card 

served to regulate the distribution of available stock. 
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I 

In 1866, fractional currency presentation books were giVen to Presiden1 John
son, his entire Cabinet and several Congressmen. Shown is the President's copy. 

quite extensive and is not restricted to the notes them
selves. The 11st of such ltems includes, but is oot limit- I" _ ~~~---.:.......~_ 
ed to: postage stamp envelopes, postage affixed ,-:!f-,_, ..... ~ :-'-" 
notes or scrip (business cards), encased postage ~---... ~ .. • 
stam_Ps, fractional currency, postage currency, • ~~~ ... ~ 

Fractional currency "shields" contained 
examples of all key issues mounted on dif
ferent colored backgrounds. Typically dis
played In banks, they are highly prized. 

fractional note shields, blocks. bank note com- - ;..,;, 
pany specimen engravings (portraits, vignettes, 
etc.), personal correspondence of treasury offi-
cials that relates to fractional currency, proofs, 
essays, specimens, porcel.ain hoxes with frac-

This Staffordshire match safe is patterned after the 25-
cent note featuring Treasury Secretary William Fassenden. 

tional currency designs on the lid, notes that 
have been defaced with graffiti, along with related ephemera (handbills, broadsides, 
announcements, legal forms, pack bands or straps, you name it!) Although they did 
not earn widespread acceptance at time of issue, postage and fractional currency 
have always had a popular following among collectors. -----------------

This and other types depicting Teasurer Francis Spinner 
were likely produced for several years after the War. 

Rail Splinters 
~ We recently saw on eBay two menus 

-· • • - from Washington's famous Willard Hotel, 
one dated December 22, 1863 and the other December 
23, 1863. Lincoln stayed here while putting the tinal 
touches on his first inaugural speech, prior to moving 
into the Executive Mansion. It was considered the in
place during the Civil War and was frequented by Union 
generals visiting the Capitol to report to the President. 
Apparently, each day a diflerent menu was printed up 
early in the clay, corresponding to the types of foods that 
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were available in the local markets and the decisions taken by the chefs. The eBay listing describes the 
December 23rd menu as follows: A taste of Civil War times: Restaurant menu for December 23, 1863. Din
ner choices included Boiled Cod, a la mode Beef, Quail broiled a la Maitre d'Hotel, Pig, stuffed. Pastry 
included an item called, "Liberty Pudding." A lull page wine list. Guests were cautioned due to the large 
number of Hotel Thieves to use the hotel's safe for the protection of any 'Money, Bullion, Jewelry or Valu
ables of any nature. " Willards: now known as The Willard Hotel, is steeped in history. Guests included 
Abraham Lincoln, Mrs. Lincoln, Julia Ward Howe, Tom Thumb, Ulysses S. Grant ( who later coined the term 
"lobbyists" from his experience there when he was President.) As they state on their page: 'During the 
Civil War, author Nathaniel Hawthorne said Willard's "may be mudi more justly called the center of Wash
ington and the Union than either the Capitol, the White House, or the State Department ... "' To learn more, 
visit their histo,y page at: hltp.//tinyurl.com/cngnh. Just a few blocks from the White House, The Willard 
has a long history as a meeting place for Washington's influential guests, shakers, and makers. 

The menus were printed by "L. Towers & Co." Sykes, Chadwick & Co. are listed as the hotel's proprietors. The December 22, 1863 
menu offered the following: boiled cod, leg of mutton with caper sauce, pig's feet braised, red head, mallard and black ducks. Pastry 
included an item called "Madison Cake." Rather a "gamey~ selection! 

continued next page 

11 -----------------------
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~ Rail Splitter Dean Rudoy is a fan of movie mysteries 
from the I930s and 40s. As in real life, sometimes 

some interesting "clues" hide In plain sight. In a scene from a 
Sherlock Homes film featuring Basil Rathbone, Holmes is shown 
seated in his apartment at 2218 Baker Street. A student lamp illu
minates the scene. Visible on the desk are some papers and a 
powdered wig on a stand. These are the apparent props. Hang
ing on the wall, however, and easily overlooked by even the most 

diehard fan, is a beardless portrait of Abra
ham Lincoln after the Hesler photo of 1860. 
What was the connection between Holmes 
and Lincoln? Dean relates "I did a little bit 
of research and found no reference to this 
in any of Arthur Conan Doyle's writings 
nor on Holmes web sites. Perhaps it was a 
set designer's choice or the director's (Roy 
William Neill)?" The scene in question is 
from the 1944 feature "The Pearl of Death." 
Did Holmes, in his spare time, rummage 

through second-hand stores, malting impulse purchases? If you 
know the answer, let us know. We're clueless! 

~ Tudor Hall, the Booth Family homestead situated 
halfway between Bel Air and Churchville, MD, 

crossed the auction block last April 6th. (Ne have reported on 
the status of this historic property In previous issues). Built in 
the mld-1850s by Junius Brutus Booth, Sr., it served as the child
hood home for both Edwin and John Wilkes Booth. In 1999, 
Tudor Hall's owners, Howard and Dorothy Fox, died intestate. An 
auction was held and the winning bidders, at $415,000, were a 
young couple, Robert and Beth Becker. Their goal was to reno-
vate and occupy the Historic Tudor Ball 
property. After .. _ ,, 1o11n 

spendjng hundreds ::::;: 
of thousands of dol- !:!:.iht= 
lars in renovation ~.,;.,~ .. 1:.': 

costs, they decided ~ P"'' 
that the 8-acre lot w111 boolh!ml 

forAk:al 
wasn't large enough, .....,. _ _,_ 
and placed the prop- ::'~eo 
erty on the market ~- __.. 
this year with an ';:::::. .. ,.:;,-"· ,.,.,,,,,,.,..,,,._.,,.--..1.nrw,,._,,..u,4,1,.~ 

asking price of 
$925,000. In perusing the highlight/spec sheet on the O'Neill Auc
tion Company web site, it appears a great deal of modernization 
was accomplished-a renovation as against a faithful restoration. 
Some original elements remain, notably the diamond-shaped 
window that John Wilkes Booth scrawled his initials on. Preser
vationists and those wishing to transform the property to a 
museum or cultural center were not hopeful about their 
prospects in the highly competitive real estate market. Unfor
tunately, the offering did not generate a bidding frenzy among 
buyers, and the property failed to sell. It is currently being 
offered at the reduced price of $875,000. 

~ A $1 Million Lincoln Coffectible. We like to report 
on all types of Lincoln collectibles, including stamps 

and coins. Indeed, these two fields have always generated media 
attention, inspired by the romance of such elusive rarities as the 
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1804 silver dollar, 
Brasher doubloon, 1913 
Liberty Head nickel, or 
the 24-cent "inverted 
Jenny" postage stamp. ., 
The prices paid for ..__ _____________ ..., 

such diminutive objects often boggle the .------
mind. In stamp collecting, or "philately," col-■ 
lectors are especially keen on completing 
series or sets. More often than not, this goal 
is stymied by the existence (or lack of same) 
of a "key" specimen whose acquisition is ~ 
especially challenging. In the case of the 1869 ..._ ____ __, 
90-cent stamp with portrait of Abraham Lincoln (part of a series 
of the first bi-color, pictorial stamps that proved unpopular and 
were discontinued after one year), there is only !file known 
postally used example. Known as the "Ice House" cover, it was 
sent from Boston on August 8, 1873 to a Mr. James Bancroft, c/o 
The Ice House in Calcutta, India. The letter showed up in a sack 
of nondescript material (a.k.a., ·'hazzerei") that a merchant sea
man, returning Crom a voyage in the Far East, sold to an Eastern 
seaport stamp dealer in the murky past. The envelope itself was 
torn, the Lincoln stamp was ripped in two pieces and unat
tached, and the 10-cent Jefferson stamp missing altogether. After 
restoration, it became the key item in the collection of J. David 
Baker of Indianapolis. Baker's collection was stolen in 1967, but 
recovered in 1975, less the ~Ice House" cover. (The balance of the 
holding sold at auction for $770,000.) Stamp aficionados feared 
the thieves may have unknowingly discarded this prize, leaving 
an unfiUable void. This seemed highly unlikely, however, given 
that the "job" was believed to be a "contract theft" - commis
sioned by someone just to obtain this single treasure. (In the 
intervening years, attempts were made to create 90c covers - all 
proven to be colorful fakes.) This past January, an elderly couple 
brought several stamps into a Chicago stamp store for possible 
purchase - the "Ice House" among them. The proprietor knew 
the Lincoln stamp was valuable and contacted a specialist in the 
field who confim1ed the item as the missing piece from the Baker 
Collection. Local police were notified and the item was "taken 
into custody." The F.B.I. currently has the piece in their posses
sion and, although no charges are being brought against the cou
ple (who claimed it was found while cleaning out the home of a 
deceased relative), a legal battle regarding ownership is under
way. Likely, once the criminal Investigation is complete, it may 
revert to the insurance company who paid Baker on his claim fol
lowing the burglary. Estimates of the unique artifact's value 
range as high as a million dollars. Excuse us, but that's for some
thing torn in half, reattached, with a big black mark (cancella
tion) defacing the portrait of Abe. But then again ... "unique" real
ly does mean one-of-a-kind! 

~ Rail Splitter Mike Griffith alerts us to a presentation 
-- , he is doing in conjunction with the National Stereo
scopic Association's 32nd National Convention, scheduled for 
July 11-17, 2006 at the lnterContinental Miami Hotel (log on 
to:www.nsa3d.org for more details). Mike's program is titled, not 
surprisingly, "Lincoln's World," and will consist of about eighty 
vintage stereo cards. Portraits of Lincoln, places, people and 
familiar events as well as funeral views form the presentation. 
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They have been specially re-photographed to be projected and 
viewed in 3-D. Sounds like a worthwhile event! Mike also sent us 
pictures of some new acquislt!ons to his collection. A Brady CDV 

Tiu cu .. 'olr ...,.ua tN'Ala. 

.. - ·---==--,1;1:1;' 

l 

shows the "Grizzly-Bear Chair" that Seth 
Kinman, the California Hunter and Trap
per, presented to President Andrew 
Johnson on September 8, 1865. Kinman 
had previously presented an elk-horn 
chair to President Lincoln. This grizzly 
bear chair looks ghastly and ferocious. 
(Johnson could have used It, properly Ut 
and positioned, to scare away unwanted 
visitors to tl1e Executive Mansion!) We 
wonder if these two "tlloughtful pre
sents" still exist... perhaps tucked away 
in tlle White House basement, a la Char

lie Foster Kane's 
Xanadu. The 
view shows the 
Young Men's 
Association 
Building in Buf
falo, NY (remi
niscent of the 
Cooper insti
tute). Thls was 

one stop in the Lincoln funeral where, on April 27, 1865, Lincoln's 
body went on public view between 10 AM and 8 PM. "At a few 
minutes before 10:00 a.m., the procession arrived at the St. 
James Hall (Young Men's Association Building). The coflin was 
taken from the hearse and borne into the hall on the shoulders 
of the Veteran Reserve Guard of Escort. through the Main Street 
entrance. The coffin was placed upon a double dais built for that 
purpose, the upper one inclined to an angle of perhaps twenty 
degrees, and the whole richly draped in black velvet with silver 
fringe and rosettes. As the remains of the deceased President 
were placed upon the dais, the St. Cecilia Society, sung tlle 
solemn dirge 'Rest, Spirit, Rest' with impressive affect. General 
Dix and others requested it be repeated after tlle coffin had been 
opened for exhibition ... The corpse was dressed in plain black 
and the lace wore that same klnd, benignant look tllat charac
terized the 'People's President' when alive. The face was slightly 
discolored, but not as much as many had been led to expect. The 
lifelike expression of tlle features were surprising. The thought 
would arise as we gazed upon the quiet face that he had found 
the rest for which he must have so often sighed." 

~ Rail Splitter Chuck Hand of Paris, IL, a "friend of the 
~~ house" and long
time adviser, recently was fea
tured on a news segment 
broadcast on WAND-TV in 
Decatur, IL. The a[fable dealer 
and preeminent expert on Lin
coln books was interviewed for 
an on-going feature on ~Illinois 
- Land of Lincoln." Viewers 
were given access to the "holy 
of holies," Chuck's basement 
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showroom. Endless shelves of books (with material in all price 
ranges), metal filing cabinets and labeled binders house Chuck's 
extensive holdings. Vintage photographs, graphics and auto
graphs are components or the inventory which includes several 
complete sets of autographs of Lincoln Cabinet members. One 
bibliophile recently spent three days examining the stock and 
had his food sent down to him to minimize any distraction. 
Chuck says the joy of dealing in Lincoln books is the large num
ber of friends he has made. You can "make book" on that! 

~ Be mindful of one reality - all an auction house sells 
is service. Anyone in that business simply facilitates 

a service for both the consignors and those interested in bid
ding ... and if they drop the ball in either court they should get 
out of the game! That being said, we are constantly amazed by 
auctions that do little to help those interested in participating in 
a sale. Simple requests for information, wishes for photocopies 
or additional scans, etc. that go unanswered. Unfortunately, we 
add to our list of shame New England Book Auctions of 
Nortllampton, MA. They host wonderful auctions - we have 
always enjoyed their sales of books and manuscripts. The house 
sens subscriptions to their simple, offset catalogs that provide 
adequate/appropriate descriptions and an occasional illustra
tion. (In a book auction, one requires little more.) But... we real
ly don't need to get hard-copies of the listings (for which a fee is 
more than appropriate). We recently inquired about a few lots 
and questioned not being able to find tlle listings on their web
page. We were informed by r------- .... 

one of the owners that if we 
wanted descriptions, we had 
to pay for tlle catalog. When 
we made the suggestion that 
they add the text of a sale to 
their already impressive web
site - something that would 
not add to their cost - we were 
told they weren't going to 
bother ... "we already get good 
prices from just selling the cat- ) 
alogs so we must be doing ) 
something right." We call on all 
members to INSIST on getting 
tlle help and service they 
need. If I was a potential con- , 
signor and thought tllat effort i..._-"-"'-LJ1L..J1r.::11 
was not being made, well...! "To U,e order bidder!" 
Now... another splinter to 
excise ... (anyone have a pair of tweezers?). Are you tired of 
splashy auction catalogs tllat offer fabulous Americana witll 
absolutely ridiculous "minimum bids?" Lots that objectively have 
a "fair market" value of $5,000+ presented with an opening bid of 
$100 ... material that has established price-points in excess or 
$20.000 that supposedly might sell for the minimum of $500. We 
are all smart enough to know such items are protected - and 
appreciate that tlle price-points as "opens" may not be fraudulent 
- but there certainly is an element of deception at work. One sim
ple question ... when we know the stated "no hidden reserves" 
and "owners may not bid on tlleir own material" clauses are non
sense, why publish any "minimum bid" at all? Just asking. 
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In The Markeq~lace 
D ana Linet!, ably assisted by a staff of seven, issues bi-monthly auctions out of his digs in 

Rancho Sante Fe, CA. Recent sales offered a wide variety of historic Americana. An April 25, 
1865 copy of the Philadelphia Inquirer had large woodcuts of Independence Hall and Lin
coln's funeral car on its cover. with the headline "President Lincoln's Remains in Indepen

dence Hall." This newspaper "took a page" from Harper's in its use of large, imposing woodcuts. 
(Passed at $400.) An April 17, 1865 letter from a Georgetown grain merchant to his principals com
ments on the disruption of business caused by Lincoln's assassination: " ... The excitement conse
quent over the Murder of President Lincoln has occasioned the almost entire suspension of business. The Murderer is believed 
to be concealed in the City and no one is allowed to pass hence until a thorough search has been made. The Markets for pro- =,~~ 
duce is therefore unsettled, and I am without transactions in grain to report ... " ($805.) A Confederate soldier's letter, written 
during Sherman's campaign through Georgia in 1864, directs his wife on proper discipline for a slave suspected of stealing: ~ .... , ,. , , 
" ... you must get Mr. Shields to come and whip her until she gets it or whip her to death." ($355.} A Victorian era cabinet card ::' ... ~C: 1 

depicts a former slave who was fortunate in escaping such harsh treatment. The well-dressed woman has personally inscribed :: : .·.~:.~~-;.~ .. ·-----the back of the photo: '"A Long Way From the Underground.' Love, Prissie Lamb.'' The card was produced by a Youngstown, - - ....... 
OH photographer. Ohio was a stronghold of the famed Underground Railroad. ($415.) A 6 x 18" playbill from 1857 announces -~~-~· 
a performance at the Worcester [MA] Theatre of "Uncle Tom's Cabin", the work that, In Lincoln's opinion, was instrumental In OICI.B.Tli's°ciBL1 
starting the Civil War. (No sale.) A 10 x 12" broadside announces a caucus of "The Republicans and all other voters of Acton -~~--
[MAJ, who sustain the National Government in its measures for thoroughly crushing the Rebellion .. ." to "choose delegates to 
attend the Senatorial and Representative Conventions." ($275.) A relic of Jefferson Davis was ottered, consisting of two splin
ters of wood from his headrest and a vial of clay from his grave. This souvenir was assembled during Davis' Interment at Hol
lywood Cemetery in Richmond. Like Lincoln, Davis' body was moved from a temporary burial site to a permanent one at a later 
date, pending completion of an appropriate monument. Unlike Lincoln, no one tried to steal his corpse! (He did, after all, "want 
to be left alone" and finally got his wish!) ($345.) An 8 x 6" mounted albumen of Civil War Surgeon General Joseph Barnes, 
inscribed on the mount "J. K. Barnes Surg. Genl." sold for $480. This unusually-angled standing view showed one of the doc

tors who attended Lincoln on his deathbed, as well as administering to wounded Secretary of State William Seward. Another 
inscribed photo shows artist Thomas Hart Benton nearing completion on his monumental canvas of Lincoln bestowing freedom 
on the slaves. The inscription reads "To Kenneth Browne and Mrs. Browne-Thomas H. Benton Feb. 1955." ($490.) An unlisted 
Washington-Lincoln medal measures 38 mm. and has busts of the two presidents ("George Washington. The Father of 
His Country" and "Ab. Lincoln. The Preserver of His Country.'') Produced on a white metal planchet with rims filed down, 

it appears to have been a trial strike, likely produced at the close of the Civil War, along with a vast amount of similar GW
Lincoln commemoratives. It "struck out" and did not sell, but will no doubt have another "at bat." A 6 x 9" handbill 
announces an 1875 visit by Jefferson Davis in Kansas City for the "Benefit of St Joseph's Hospital." We founder if he 
manned a table signing CDVs. Estimated at $600-1,200, it also passed. A 14 x 19" chromolithograph of the "Execution 
of the Thirty-Eight Sioux Indians" on December 26, 1862 was printed by the Hayes Litho Company in 1883 midway, 

chronologically, between Little Big Horn and Wounded Knee. There would have been a great many more Indians hung, 
but President Lincoln whittled down the number to the most culpable, pardoning the rest ($690.) Talking about Native 

Americans, a printed copy of the March 20, 1865 Treaty Between the United States of America and the Chippewas was offered. It was signed 
in type by Lincoln, Seward and two chiefs. The treaty in question required the tribes to move from six reservations in Minnesota and relo
cate to one centralized location, opening their land to lumbermen and settlers. Two of the tribes resisted, and the government allowed them 
to remain 011 their land as long as they did not "molest the persons or property of the whites." ($690.) An india paper color proof of a 25-

~cu ._ l11r.111m ff !fmllt, ........ 

·-----. ""' 

cent Elkton, MD municipal issue note, depicted George McClellan, the Hero of Antietam. ($420.) 
An 1891 $1 Treasury note with Edwin Stanton "bucked" the trend, going for $260. A printed mili
tary order, San Francisco, April 17, 1865, directed dire consequences for anyone foolish enough to 
exult in the death of President Lincoln. "It has come to the knowledge of the Major-General com
manding that there have been found within the Department persons so utterly Infamous as to exult 
over the assassination of the President. Such persons become vir- I 
tually accessories after the fact, and will at once be arrested by any r:ie,;""'?111=<~-~=4=...,=-&,:::.:::-:;~ =::;::~. • 

officer or provost marshal or member of the police, having knowl- I 
edge of the case. Any paper so offending or expressing any sym- • 1¥·P:::i(lifli~ 
pathy in any way whatsoever with the act, will at once be seized and ~ ~.J;_ii,; ~~~ 
suppressed. By command of Major General McDowell." ($1,610.) 
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11C:US. I n addtitlon to items pictured at left, Early American History recently sold a 19 x 22" anti-Lincoln cartoon from 
1864, titled "The Abolition Catastrophe, Or the November Smash-Up." Issued during an era when train wrecks 
were commonplace (in the days before Amtrak), it used the imagery of the passenger train en route to the White 
House. The Union Train, driven by McClellan and Pendleton, appears safely approaching its destination. The 
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rlNIII.C,IM"'IIU. 
'~-~~ .. -~ ... ....,..._ ..... , .... - Abolition Train, guided by Lincoln, Greeley and other bigwigs of the administration, has smashed up on the rocks 

of various scandals ar.d controversial policies. One dislodged freed slave exclaims "Lor' Almighty! Massa Linkum, 
Is dis wot yer call 'Etewating de Nigger?" This rather busy lithograph, one of a series published In New York by 
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Bromley & Company, manages to cover practically all the issues of the 
campaign. ($1,770.) A pro-Jefferson Davis carte, published In 
Charleston, SC, proclaims Davis as "The Right Man in the Right Place." With some condition 
problems, it managed $1,225. A rather nice Bell-Everett "doughnut" ferro, measuring 25 mm. 
across (the next to smallest size), made it onto somebody's dessert plate for $1,300. A 6 1/4 
x 12 1/2" handbill quotes extensively from a letter from General Grant indicating the "Rebel
lion on its Last Legs! The End Not Far Distant! The Only Hope of the Rebels is a Divided 
North!" The small broadside was issued in support of the Republican candidate for Governor 
of Maine in 1864, Samuel Cony. Grant states: "[the Rebels] are exceedingly anxious to hold 
out until after the Presidential election ... they hope for the election of a 
Peace candidate; in fact, like Micawber, they hope for something to turn ____ _ 
up ... " In a divided Union, the Confederacy would demand " ... a treaty ...._,""", --- 0 • 

,.um u iiiiun 1m which would make the North slave-hunters for the South." After listing all . . ··~ 
the recent Union victories, the diatribe concludes "Is there any reason to 
despair of the Republic? WIii you aid the enemy by voting for Judge 
Howard? Vote for Gov. Cony, who belongs to a party which is not 

depressed by the news of Union victories!" (No sale.) A 9 1/2 x 24" broadside 
titled "Charge of the Hon. John J. Pearson and the Report of the Grand Jury" 
was published in the summer of 1861 and deals with two war concerns: the 

sale of liquor to soldiers and disloyal newspaper articles. " ... In a moral, 
political and legal point of view it is the duty of every good citizen, 
and especially of those conducting the newspaper press, to abstain 
from doing that which may distract the public councils or lead the 
enemy to believe that we are divided in opinion on the subject of 

war, or the necessity of carrying it on to a final consummation ... " 
That somehow has a contemporary ring! Failed to sell, as well. 

R eserve not met at $1,025 on 
eBay: a carte-de-visite of a 
Pennsylvania soldier stand

ing on a captured Confederate Stars 
and Bars. Hand-tinted in uniform, 
wearing kepi, and two-piece tongue 
and wreath buckle, bearing what 
appears to be the PA state seal 
(slightly tinted yellow-gold). He car
ries what appears to be a Colt navy 
revolver, standing defiantly on a Con
federate Army of Northern Virginia 
battle flag, which bears 13 stars, and 
is tinted red, white and blue. Photo by 
T. C. Bowen, Pottsville, PA. 

A few recent eBay offerings: a circa 1864 CDV of long-time political 
friend of President Lincoln, Republican Congressman Elihu Ben
jamin Washburne of Galena, Illinois. General Grant was also much 
appreciative of his assistance during the War and rewarded him 

with a cabinet position when he became President. This photo was taken 
at Fassett's Gallery in Chicago. ($515.) And, speaking of Grant, the 1863 

carte at left by 
Brady, sold for 
$760 .... While the 
hard to find por
trait at right, by 
Anthony/Brady 
from 1865, sold 
for $566. 

C hristie's recently offered an Abraham Lincoln Presidential Pattern Custard Cup with Cover, a delicate item just 
2 1/8 inch in diameter. Known as 'royal purple' or 'Solferino,' purchased in 1861 and reordered in 1865 dur
ing the Johnson administration, this French porcelain pattern dinner service was completed with imported 

blanks from various French factories. The blanks were decorated in New York by the firm E. V. Haughwout & Co. A 
subsequent large re-order of this service pattern was placed in 1873 during the Grant administration and was man
ufactured and decorated by Haviland & Co. Limoges, France. There were thirty-six custard cups in the original order 
with a blue band. Mrs. Lincoln changed the color to the then fashionable purplish-red color which she favored in her ca. .......... .....:.:.;_-__J 

wardrobe as well as her Interior design schemes. With an estimate of $8-12,000, this delicious piece of china was served up at $32,400. 
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T lme to play "catch up" with the Raynors of Graham. NC ("Historical Collectible Auctions"). The following report details results from their last sev
eral auctions ... both their "standard" sales of general Americana, massive catalogs with more than 1,500 lots, as well as from their new "special
ty" auctions with a small number of more rarified (a.k.a., expensive!) lots. A fairly scarce muling of an 1860 Lincoln oampaign token was offered. 

The reverse states "Made From Copper Taken From The Turpentine Worl<s. Newbern. NC. Destroyed by the Rebels March 14, 1862." Although obvious-
ly a Civil War issue, we have to wonder If it might have seen use in the 1864 presidential election. ($125.) A 10 x 13" broadside reprints a speech Lin
coln made during his only term in Congress. TIiied "Excerpt from a Speech of Abraham Lincoln," the broadside follows a format popular at the time; 
namely, using earlier speeches and writings of politicians to embarrass them. Lincoln advocated the right of secession or revolution in 1848 - a position 
vastly at odds with the one he took as President. One might even have accused him of that heinous transgression ... flip-flopping!! (He was referring to 
political upheavals In France and Hungary, not anticipating anything of that Ilk in our country!) ($2,300.) A coated-stock card announcing the death of 
President Lincoln, printed in Chicago, was similar to one we've seen issued in Salem, MA. We are not sure how these were distributed - perhaps hand
ed out on street corners, hotels, newspaper offices or churches. They certainly don't seem like an efficient mode of transmitting the current events. 
($175). An 8 3/4 x 13" oval marble plaque with raised head of Abraham Lincoln, sculpted by C. N. Pike in 1891, was aggressively estimated at $2,000-

Preaident Lincoln 
DlED 

THIS MORNING 

3,000. The cataloger states that Pike was an assistant at the U.S. Mint to Head Engraver James Barton Longacre. Pike's 
plaque peaked out at S1 ,380. An 1856 letter written by John Brown, Jr. to his brothers, relates the skirmishes between Bor
der Ruffians and Free Slaters in Bleeding Kansas over the course of several days. " ... Just learned that 80 of our Free State 
men have 'pitched in' to a pro-slavery camp this side of Lecompton, commanded by a notoriously pro-slavery scoundrel 
named TIius. one of the Buford party from Alabama ... dense volume of smoke rising in vicinity of his house ... Father much 
Improved In health ... He was in the fight in Franklin and aided In routing the gang in Washington Creek as well as in capture 

of nus and crew ... He Is the omnipresent dread to the Ruffians ... They regard him as the most terrible foe they have to 
encounter. He stands high with the Free State men who wlll fight and the great majority ... made up their minds that noth
ing short of war to the death can save us from extermination ... " This historically important four-page letter, part of an 
extensive group of John Brown material to recently surface, made $4,025. Talking about Missouri Border Ruffians, an 
Apri 28. 1861 letter ponders the possibility of that state seceding from the Union: " ... I would say Missouri must not 
secede. By joining the Southern Confederacy ... we shall at once destroy all the constraints of law ... how many of our slave 
holders will stay to fight over their property ... I can catch a gllmpse of the terrible future in the gathering storms ... I cant 
to save my life but wish the Southern Confederacy success, at the same time I am confident it would not be best for Mo. 

to join it... I would not be surprised if Mo. goes out. Secession gains rapidly. The Palmetto Flag is now waving not 50 feet from 
where I am sitting. My partner is perfectly wild on the subject. He dreams of Jeff Davis and Beauregard by night and argues their 
success by day ... " (Passed.) A February 3, 1861 letter from a Galveston man leaves no doubt as to his stance on the imminent 
war: • ... since I came home, times are hard ... folks look stern ... I shall lose ... twenty thousand dollars ... if war breaks out. We 
are prepared for war or peace. Give us our just dues and we will stay in the Union, if not we stay out... we can't be whipped. 
You may burn and destroy, but in the end we will make you sweat for it. The Southern states will hang together either for bet
ter or for worse ... we [will] hang all we catch if they are the wrong sort of folks ... we will as long as we have rope and men left 

enough to do so. The northerners are a set of devilish fools to think we wlll submit to have a black stinking son of a bitch over 
us as a president. half niggar and a vice president 2/3 niggar. Why they have been encroaching on us for years ... we shall carry 

our property to the territories because they are negroes ... we have just as much right as they do to carry their horses and cattle, 
the only difference Is their property can't talk and our's can .. ." ($635.} A bold Brady CDV of "Boston Cor-

, bett, 16th N.Y. Gav. Who Shot J. Wilkes Booth April 26, 1865" hit its mark at $865. An April 18, 1865 letter 
' from Mound City, IL relates the aftermath of the assassination: "We are all in an uproar in this place about 

the death of the President and one or two has been shot in this place for using disloyal sentiments and there 
will be more shot if they do not keep their mouths shut. I hope that the President will hang every one of 
them now and not leave one. just exterminate the whole race ... ft was hard for Lincoln to die now when he 
was just on the eve of seeing this rebellion trodden under foot... I would like to have my say with that 
Booth ... I'd bet he never would want to kill another President. I would take a pair of shears and cut him in 
pieces as you would cut a piece of cloth then I would dig out his eyes and then pour in boiling hot oil. I'd 
fix him well..." ($520.) A 6 x 12" broadside Extra from the Springfield, IL State Journal relates the hornble 
news of the President's assassination. It reprints two dispatches from Edwin Stanton and erroneously 

reports the death of Secretary Seward. One of hundreds of such announcements printed at the time, it is of particular interest 
being from Lincoln's home town. ($3.450.) A manuscript account book and hotel register from the 1836-1848 period. records 
the names of many guests at the Patapso Hotel in Ellicott Mills, MD. The guests include several Maryland governors, future Con
federate generals. three Missouri ll'Klian chiefs and Zachary Taylor. A pencil inscription from 1846 records the name of Junius 
Brutus Booth and his son, John Wllkes. Perhaps the elder thespian was busy signing autographs as his eight-year old son filled 

Silll llllll 
DTRA. 
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out the hotel register for both of them. Estimated at $5,000-10,000, it crossed the boards at $4,025. A group of five items pertaining to an eyewitness 
(one Ephraim Jones of the 201st Pennsylvania) Included the following: Jones' ticket to Ford's Theatre for the night of April 14th 1865, a war-date CDV 
of Jones, a May 2, 1865 provost pass for Jones allowing him to pass from City Point, VA to Washington. an obituary of Jones' wife (also an eyewitness) 
and a letter from Jones to his son describing the awful events of April 14th (" ... Beil-your mother and pap was at the theatre last night and seen that fel
low shoot the president. your mother was scared almost to death. he made his escape across the stage. I will write particulars in next .. ."). Estimated at 
$7,500-10.000, this historic ensemble realized $14,375. The follow-up letter was also offered. Written a week later, It relates: • ... I will now tell you all I 
know of the Assassination of President Lincoln on Friday night. The President & Mrs. Lincoln, General Grant, Miss Harris & Mjr. Rathbone were to be at 
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the Theatre, so your Mother and pap went... The President and his party were rather late coming in. The performance had com
menced. Your Mother said that they all played so well that it appeared like if they wanted to please the President, but poor fellow 
!title did he think it would be the last time he would be there for in the second scene of the third act he was shot. Your Mother 
says that the right of Booth as he Jumped from the box his foot caught in the flag that was hung around the box. He fell flat on his 
back and his head took the stage. Your mother said she could hear it crack, but he was no sooner down than he was up and out. 
He still held on to the pistol and dagger. it was supposed the dagger was for Grant, but he was not there. he went home that 
evening. Your Mother and I went up to see the President on Tuesday. he looked very nice very much like himself. We saw the 

FUiD'3 TIUlll funeral it was the longest procession I think I ever saw. We were on top of Gardners house ... here Is a picture of booth the Assas
sin of President Lincoln ... " (So much for the accuracy of eyewitness accounts!) Estimated reasonably at $600-800, it made 
$2,875. A clipped signature of John Wilkes Booth himself, likely removed from an autograph album, estimated at $10,000-12.500, 
managed a more than reasonable $6,325. William Fassenden would eventually work as Secretary of the Treasury in Lincoln's cab
inet (after the departure of Chase) but, in 1854 was a U.S. Senator from Maine. In a letter written a few days after his swearing-

In. he discusses the Kansas-Nebraska crisis and makes some prescient comments on the final days of the Whig Party. "The 
1.u. '-t/4· ;. _,, ., , Nebraska outrage occasions great feeling here among men of all parties. This time the Northern men are getting angry, and I 

/(,..' " w c ~- am glad of It. It Is near pretty wll understood that the free states were sold by their leaders in 1850 (not without exception) 
and they are now to be plundered. I see no help for It. If the Southern Whigs stopped the measure as a body, as I fear they 

will, there is no longer a National Whig Party for me. I say no more at present, for I do not yet exactly foresee the end ... " ($575.) An interesting Civil War
era document from 1863 reflects on a curious practice. As we are all aware, the Emancipation Proclamation did not affect slaves tn the loyal, border 
states. In this document. a woman named Ann Hargis, of Worcester County, Maryland, acknowledges receipt of $100 in payment for the enlistment of 
her slave, Charles. She adjures that she was the owner of Charles at the time of his enlistment and that she has "filed a Deed of Manumission and Release 
of Service of Charles Hargis, a man of African descent." General Order No. 329 of 1863 allowed former owners of slaves who enlisted before April 1, 
1864 to receive such payment We guess these folks figured their "property" was depreciating rather rapidly and that $100 was better than nothing! 
($400.) An 1863 poll book from an unknown state, titled "Campaign for the Union 1863", urges Democratic workers to get out the vote. This work was 
intended to list all qualified voters, along with their political preferences. In this case, the booklet advises "they should be alphabetically entered herein, 

and classified under the heads 'Democratic', 'Abolition· and 'Doubtful'. This being done, no proper Influences should be spared, up 
to the day of the Election, to bring the 'Doubtful' to the support of our ticket." Not much has changed since 1863, including the use 

UM1in1:,• ,11,, of demeaning party labels and targeting the "swing" vote. (No sale.) An ALS of Admiral S. P. Lee, Commander of the Mississippi 
, ,, 11 ., • u .... ,,. • Squadron, April 27, 1865, reviews the various general orders connected with the pursuit of Jeff Davis: "Special Order No. 8 com

mands that the utmost vigilance shall be exercised on the Mississippi River, especially the lower portion of it, to prevent the carrying 
across of property and plunder in the hands of Jeff. Davis and his cabinet. also to seize their persons and send them to me ... The 
Immediately engrossing and Important duty is to capture Jeff. Davis and cabinet and plunder, To accomplish this all available means 
and every effort must be made to the exclusion of all interfering calls .. ." ($1,725.) A graphic 16 x 23" broadside titled "A Traitor's 
Peace" features a Thomas Nast cartoon to emphasize Its point that the Peace Democrats are looking to capitulate to the "Rebel Terms 
for Peace." It was issued by the Congressional Union Committee. The cataloger attributes it to the 1864 campaign. even though the 
last date referenced in the broadside is a Richmond Enquirer article of October 16, 1863. We feel It dates from the 1863 congres
sional elections. A very similar broadside was offered by Gary Hendershott two years ago titled "The Degrading Compromise ... " by 
the Indiana Union Club. that likely was issued in 1864. Still. a nice item, faults and all! ($1,725.) An 1862 booklet published in 
Philadelphia sought to disparage the imminent Emanicpation Proclamation. Titled "The Destruction of the Union Is Emancipation", 
the author writes to Democrat Charles O'Conor: "I confess I thought you a little heroic when you discussed it in the light alone of 
facts and reason. I believe with you, on the subject of American slavery, that there is no middle ground to be occupied. It is right and 
just that the black race should be held in bondage. or it Is wrong and sinful. It is right in my judgment; because we have two unequal 

llt.ffllltll•1'11f'T1t IH•' 

races, which cannot live together in harmony in any other relation than that of master and servant." ($160.) 
Anorther booklet published in Philadelphia in 1864 takes a different 
stand, advocating the use of Blacks in the military. It advertises a school 

, ~ , n .. , for prospective commanders of Black troops. "Free Military School for 
_______ Applicants For Command of Colored Troops .. , Established by the Super

visory Committee for Recruiting Colored Regiments ... John H. Taggart, 
Late Colonel 12th Regiment Penna. Reserves, Chief Preceptor." The 
cover depicts the school building in Philadelphia, flying a huge American 
flag. ($750.) A four-page letter written from Memphis, TN on December 
29, 1860, comments on the secession crisis and feelings in that border 

state. " ... we are having considerable excitements here on the secession question ... there are a great many ... 
who will pretend to think that the Union can be preserved. Gov. U.S. Brown delivered a speech at Odd Fellows Hall day before yesterday in favor of... 
making an effort to preserve it ... The night of the same day the minute men & seceders ... were addressed by Carrier of Memphis and Peter 8. Stark of 
Bolivar County, Miss. They both made very fine speeches, The citizens did the Hon. Andrew Johnson the honr to bum him in effigy ... they hung him in 
effigy at the Junction today. Won't Oxford give him a lift?" ($175.) Another letter from Nashville. written February 11, 1861 (the same day Jeff Davis left 
for Montgomery and Lincoln was enroute to Washington) sheds light on the loyalties of border citizens. " ... You do me too much honor when you say 
that I talk 'boldly and manfully' for the South ... I would quickly resist as any man any apprehension upon the South. And possible I disliked the idea of 
throwing off the protection of a Government whose broad wings hover a mighty continent. yet I would not hesitate one moment, to break the bonds 

continued top of next page 
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which bind us, and make us one common government after every hope of an amicable adjustment had departed. In my hum-
ble opinion these hopes are fast fading and when they are gone, you will find Tennesseans 'who know the right and will dare .., 
maintain 11.' ... You may Justly conclude that I am a secessionist, but I will tell you sincerely what I fear and what I earnestly hope 
is untrue-it is that the cotton states desire us the border states to secede merely to place us between them and danger. I do 
not lay this charge against your people but against your leaders ... If an Army does attempt to flog Miss. and you join your own 
army, then I hope we will meet as friends and fighting in a common cause, for I Intend to join the southern Forces. I am hon
est enough to tell you this-When we quit the Government then I am first for Tennessee, second for this so much talked of 'Con
federacy' ... " This split loyalty would be a recurring problem for the central Confederate government during the War. ($260.) A 
10 x 13" handbill, published in Brooklyn shortly after October 28, 1864, urges Lincoln's re-election in biblical allegories and ter
minology. "Now Therefore, If ye will obey my voice, indeed, and keep my covenant, Then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto 
me above all people; for all the earth is mine. And the people cried out with a loud voice, 'Let him be our president! Long Live our 
Father Abraham! Let him be the President!" Titled The People's New Ten Commandments, this unusual piece of election ephemera 
sold for $175. A 40 mm. silver medal In Its original case (known as the "Army of the James" or "General Butler" medal) was paid for 
by Butler and presented to deserving members of the U.S. Colored Troops In his command for gallantry at the Battle of New Market 
Heights, September 29, 1864. The obverse depicts two Black soldiers storming a Confederate bastion In front of a cannon. The inscrip
tion reads "Ferro lis Libertas Perveriet. U.S. Colored Troops" (loosely translated, Freedom Is Won by the Sword). The reverse reads "Dis-
tinguished for Courage. Campaign Before Richmond." The engraver, Paquet, worked at the U.S. Mint in Philadelphia. The oak leaf hanger reads "Army 
of the James''. In May 1865, Butler sent 46 of these medals to General Weitzel with directions to "please seek out the deserving 
(soldiers] and distribute them freely as I would have done. They will be the only rewards the colored soldiers will get. They are --~ ....... 
not even allowed to march In review In the Grand Army triumph .. " Estimated at $7,000-10,000, II sold lor $10.640. A June 24, 
1861 letter from Memphis relates the state of affairs in that border state. " ... we have been relieved to some extent of our appre
hension of an attack on Memphis ... Our State done her duty nobly on the 8th inst. The majority in favor of Separation from the 
old Union and Representation in the Southern Confederacy is near Seventy Thousand. I hope Missouri, Kentucky, and Maryland 
will soon follow. They can't remain neutral. They will be obliged to take sides. Govr. Jackson of Mo has issued a proclamation call
ing for Fifty Thousand State Troops to drive the Federal Troops from the State. He has taken the field himself and commenced the 
war In earnest. Kentucky has not bean Invaded by Federal Troops yet. but will be, no doubt. soon, and forced to submit to Feder
al rule or do as Missouri has done. I hope and am inclined to believe that Genl Davis will attack and take Washington City about _ ====:~-.-:--::...::::: 
the 4th of July next and drive Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet to one of the free States. If he does, Maryland is with us ... If Congress - - - --
don't agree to settle our differences we may have to do some fighting next fall .. ." ($550.) A 10 x 19" printer's proof of a Thomas Nast cartoon shows 
Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest In the aftermath of the Fort Pillow Massacre In which Black Union troops were murdered after surrender
ing. He waves a Confederate flag inscribed "No quarter" and personally kills a Black recruit. Titled "The Butcher Forrest", it made $1.265. Jefferson Davis 
took parallel actions to Lincoln (instituting a draft and suspending habeas corpus) and met with similar opposition. A March 24, 1864 printing of a Con
federate Congressional resolution declares "the supremacy of the civil over the military law ... whereas the delegation of power to ---
the President by the Congress, under the suspension of habeas corpus. finds no sanction in the Constitution, is unjust, oppres
sive and subversive of the letter and spirit of the Constitution. Resolved, That the Congress had no right under the suspension of 
the writ of habeas corpus, to authorize the President to arrest, imprison, and condemn the citizens of the Confederate States, with
out due process of law ... Congress, and not the President, has the right to declare the punishment of treason .. ." (No sale.) A great 
letter from October 27, 1864 deals with a "hot button" issue of today1 flag burning, and election irregularities. "I have just come 
off of guard now and there aint much news here only the Election now. The Lincoln men had a parade here the other night and they 
burnt down one of the McClellan Flags and they were going to burn all in their line of march only the Police stopped them and if : 
they had not stopped their would have been some bloody work done them. That Is a dam pretty party that would bum down the : 
American Flag. They ought to been shot down according to law whoever tears down the Stars & Stripes shall be shot down. For my 
part I think they are bigger Traitors to their Country than any one else that will bum the U.S. Flag. They could not get a big enough ~-----~ 
presentation with 8 Army wagons load of Niggers to haul around. The cripple soldiers had to walk on foot and wooden legs. AM another thing, they could 
send 6 passes to a company till 12 o'clock at night to go down and see the Niggers and when there Is a McClellan meeting they would not send in 6 pass
es to go down and see their Torchlight procession. So that is the way they use the soldiers here and if they vote for Old Abe they can get furloughs and pass
es to go to all their meetings or anywhere they want to go. We have a nice State Agent here. He never comes around to see if a man wants to vote or not. 
All the rest of the states come around and given their men furloughs to go home to vote ... " Hey, let's be fair. Anyone who bums a Lincoln or a McClellan flag 
should be shot I ($750.) A mounted Brady albumen shows Ely S. Parker in his ciwies. Parker, a Seneca Indian, was on Grant's staff and wrote out the terms 
of surrender at Appomattox. Lee thought Ely was Black, but on being Informed of his mistake, exclaimed "I am glad to see one real American here." Ely 
promptly replied "We are all Americans." (sounds like a great campaign slogan!) Ely was commissioned general by Grant on that very day. ($1,265.) 

A few items of interest from the internet: a rare piece of John Bell sheet 
music, published in St. Louis. sold for $360. A Lincoln CDV by Fas
sett, with his back mark, typically seen In larger formats, made a 

strong $3,250. A most unusual Lincoln ferro, mounted on red, white and 
blue ribbons, with black mourning crepe added later, realized $1,630 oust 
$1.99 separated the top two bidders). A "Lincoln" postmortem CDV failed to 
sell (surpise, surprise!) Looks more like Jeff Davis to us. 
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Swan n's February photo auction in New York had an item purported to be from the family of William Seward: a sixth-plate ruby 
ambrotype after the portrait attributed to either Roderick M. Cole (of Peoria) or Preston Butler (of Springfield). A photostatic 
memo accompanying the lot that is signed by Ray Messenger, a descendent of Seward, describes the provenance - it was orig

inally owned by William Seward, Jr. Estimated at $3,000-4,500, this oft reproduced image from the 1860 campaign sold for $4,600. 

S ometlmes, you can find interesting Lincolniana In overseas venues! Case in 
point a Bonham's sale In London last month. The auction house (that now 
owns Butterfield's in California) conducted an auction of Printed Books and 
Manuscripts at their New Bond Street headquarters. This Included a lot with 

the headline: "LINCOLN and ENGLISH RADICALISM." The piece was described as 
a "Letter To his Excellency President Lincoln' by George Jacob Holyoake. editor of 
the English Leader, being his retained copy in a secretarial hand, signed by him 
'Geo: Jacob Holyoake', sending Lincoln greetings and giving some account of the 
letter he has published from Cardinal Newman's brother, Francis William Newman, 
to the abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison (' ... every one who cares for freedom in 
this Country regards your name not only with admiration but affection ... No Presi
dent of America since the days of Washington has won the esteem of the liberal 
portion of the English nation as you have ... '), and subscribing himself 'As one hold
ing you in higher regard than any monarch', 4 pages, minor dust-staining, 8vo, 
Strand, London, 4 September 1864." Now ... for those who might not know, George 
Jacob Holyoake (1817-1906), was a prominent English secularist, writer and pub
lisher who championed the "Free Thought" movement in England. But, even more 
interesting. he was the last person convicted for blasphemy in that country. He 
spent six months in prison. He is credited with creating the inoffensive term "sec
ularism" as descriptive of his opinions. With an estimate of £200 - 300 (English 
pounds), the lot sold for $250 U.S. dollars including premium but excluding VAT! 

H art Galleries of Houston, TX held a two-day estate 
sale in January that included two life-size paintings 
of Abraham Lincoln and George Washington. Each 

measures 60 x 96", exclusive of frame. Both works were 
produced by the art department of Twenti-
eth-Century Fox Studios as props In the 
1944 biopic "Wilson" starring Alexander 
Knox. The Lincoln was copied after the 
original by William Cogswell and a corre
sponding portrait of George Washington is 
after Gilbert Stuart's 1796 "Lansdowne" 
portrait. The leading portrait artist at Fox, 
Ettore Serraboli (1881-1951), was assigned 
the task of creating these works which were 
featured in a poignant scene in the East 

Room of the White House, realistically re-created for the movie. The Lincoln sold 
for $17,250. We're not sure if It went to a Hollywood memorabilia collector, art col
lector, or Lincoln enthusiast. Although the film won five Oscars and a Golden Globe 
best actor award for Knox, it is incredibly long and boring, as are most biopics (ever 
see a copy in your local video store?) "Yankee Doodle Dandy", it's natl 

Jeff R. Bridgman of York, PA 
IL.&i..._ ___ _._... makes market in flags and folk 
art. Along with Dr. Kenneth Kohn (formerly doing business as 
"With All Due Ceremony"), he has promoted the graphic and his
torical importance of American flags. On rare occasions, he 
would acquire a political flag for his inventory. Lately, he has 
been an aggressive buyer of such flags at auctions and is trying 
to market them to affluent collectors of folk art and Americana at 
prices beyond what they would command in the political collec
tor arena. A case in point is this Lincoln name flag marked 
$19,500. With faults, worth $5,000-6,000 to a political collector. 
Will Jeff "bridge" the gap between the two subsets of collectors? 

Selling for $610 on eBay, a 12" cast 
iron plaque with hanger (intaglio 
reverse) with inscription in 
French. The seller didn't provide a 

translation, but likely a mourning trib
ute - rare and most unusual. 

HU I FIJH llilllA.'1 
~_..:\'ltiillT. A lderfer's in Hatfield, PA 

has periodic ephemera 
sales. The catalogs are 

usually posted on the internet. An 
1864 broadside on yellow stock 
caught our eye in their February 
sale. Printed In West Chester, PA 
(near Philadelphia), it announced 
a meeting of the Campaign Club 
to be held in nearby Media. 

Unfortunately, the broadside did not mention the candidates or 
party affiliation. Clearly a presidential piece, and quite graphic, it 
sold for $1,380. If the names "Lincoln and Johnson" had been 
Imprinted on the eagle's banner or riband, it would have sold for 
6 or 7 limes as much. Pardon our cynicism, but we wouldn't be 
surprised if this item re-surfaces with the addition in place! 

C atherine Barnes of Philadelphia (from catalog #30): a Stephen Douglas ALS, to 1848 Democratic presidential nominee Lewis Cass, Springfield, IL, 
September 12, 1856. Douglas reports that he has just arrived in Springfield and finds that "the whole city is filled with enthusiasm' in anticipation 
of "your presence here next Tuesday. Under some misapprehension notice [has] been given and widely circulated that you have accepted the invi

tation and would certainly be present. The disappointment will be very great and will injure us very much If you do not come. I hope, under the circum
stances you will forego your appointment at Saginaw[?], and come at once. I will come to Michigan on any day in October you may name and make at 
least two speeches in return. My dr. Genl. Don't disappoint us for there will be an immense meeting, and the people will all come to see you." ($850.) A 
Lincoln ALS as President to Sec. of War Cameron, Washington, inscribed "Executive Mansion", August 22, 1861. recommends a friend from Illinois for 
a job. 'Victor B. Bell, now of Colorado, is one of my most valued friends ... and one of the best, if not the very best Clerk I ever knew - I would like for 
him to be an Ass(istan]t. O[uarte]r. M[aste]r. or Com[missary]. of Sub(sistence]. of Volunteers - Can you not fix it for me?' Lincoln had known Victor 
Bell since the 1840s. Bell represented Wabash County in the state House of Representatives 1853-54. There is no record that Bell ever received the com
mission Lincoln sought for him. Maybe he should have visited Cameron personally and handed him a little envelope. Just a thought. ($25,000.) 
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fn The Marketplace, cont. 

T he tenth installment of the John J. Ford. Jr. Collection was sold by Stack's as part of the Whitman Coin and 
Collectibles Expo in Atlanta this past May. The offering consisted almost exclusively of currency and financial 
related ephemera. A 25-cent sutler note issued for M. Patton. supplier to the 12th Regiment Ohio Volunteers, 
had a central vignette of an encampment. It was printed by Ehrgott, Forbriger & Company of Cincinnati. lltho-L.:.a:..;;,,.a...... ...... ....;=...,.-=--==::;., 

grapher of some Lincoln prints. Because of the shortage of coinage during the Civil War, sutlers, both Northern and South
ern, issued scrip or chits which soldiers used in exchange for goods. Described as an "unissued remainder", this color
ful and rare note sold for $1,725. A counterpart note was indeed issued in behalf of Mr. H. H. Hogg, who promised to pay 
"Twenty-Five Cents When presented in sums of Five Dollars" to soldiers in the 39th Regiment of the Army of Mississip
pi. This was an "unlisted denomination" and considered a great rarity. The winning bidder went "the whole hogg" on 
this one, paying $1,955. Merchants of the time also "felt the pinch" of coin scarcity, and issued their own currency. An 
undated Kentucky scrip note published by Tarr & Smith, proprietors of the St. Charles Restaurant, promised "Twenty
Five Cents in Southern Money or Eatables, when the sum of Five Dollars is presented." It featured a figure of "Justice" 
(and a rather nice figure, at that!) and an eleven-star First National Confederate flag. $345. A printed order of Confeder-i..., __ • _-_-_. -__ • _,,_,, __ -_-_._m;,;:;;_,,i 

ate General E. Kirby Smith, dated September 16, 1863, dealt with the issue of money. "The Lieutenant General commanding, regrets to learn, that citizens 
within the Department, demoralized by speculation, and love of gain, persistently refuse to receive Confederate money in sales of supplies, and payment 
of debts. Such a course depreciates our currency, and is by the authorities at Richmond, declared treasonable In its tendency. Any person persisting in this 

course, can be declared an alien enemy, his property sequestered, and himself sent without the lines. Before proceeding with 
~----::----7""------- this extremity, the District Commander, in each clearly established case, will direct the purchasing 

agents to Impress the property of persons so offending, whenever supplies are to be obtained In their 

I 

vicinity." This sounds like an offer no one could refuse-accept Confederate money in payment, or we'll 
just take your stuff! Can I think about it a minute?! $2,070. Expecting to be around for a while, the 
Confederate government, through its agents in London, ordered a "Great Seal of the Confederacy" to 
be produced in silver. The project was completed in 1864, but the materials never made it to America. 
Electrotype copies of the seal were produced in the post-war years. We assume the original resides in 
the Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond. Stack's sold the original receipt and paid invoice from 
the London-based engravers, Joseph S. Wyon. Mr. Wyon was the "Chief Engraver of Her Majesty's 
Seals" and did business on Regent Street. For 122 pounds, he produced a "Silver Seal for the Confed-
erate States of America with Ivory handle, Box with spring lock, and Screwpress, plus wax wafers, seal 
papers. parchment strips" and other accessories for the operation of the seal. CSA agent James Mason 

---------1 paid 31 pounds for the design of the seal alone which the receipt dated July 13, 1864 attests to. $6,900. 
Finally, along these same lines (items produced, but never distributed), Stack's offered two original strike specimens of the Con
federate 1-cent piece engraved by Robert Lovett of Philadelphia. Both Choice Brilliant Proof and both from the F. C. C. Boyd 
Estate, they sold for $126,500 and $103,500. The catalog mentions that original strikes can easily be differentiated from 
"Haseltine" restrikes by the sharpness of the engraver's initial "L" on the bale of cotton on the reverse. The next time we come 

across one of these at a flea market or collector bourse, we'll be sure to keep that in mind I 

J oe Levine (Presidential Coin & Antique Company) issued his first catalog since vacating his Alexandria, VA retail store and moving 
to nearby Clifton, VA. Joe (a.k.a. "Medalsman") sells on eBay as well. His "Auction 74" held in December in conjunction with the 
Baltimore Coin & Currency Convention had the usual assortment of Lincolniana, comprised of Civil War tokens, campaign 

medals, medallic art and inaugural material. A handsome 7 1/4 x 10" bronze plaque of Lincoln by Con
stanzo Luini {b. 1886), reminiscent of the Brenner plaques, sold for a reasonable $400. A 56 mm. bronze 
memorial medal for John Brown, produced in 1859 in France by Jean Wurden, featured a florid bust of the 
martyr on the obverse and an eleven line inscription in French on the reverse (pardon moil), honoring Brown 
and his associates who made the ultimate sacrifice. A gold impression of the medal was presented to Mrs. 
Brown and later donated to the Kansas Historical Society. This fine rarity of exonumia (medallic items that 
appear coin-like but are not official currency) made $1,610. The most intriguing item in the sale was a sil
ver badge, measuring 44 x 50 mm., that depicted a slave breaking free of his chains, surrounded by the 
inscription "In Emancipation is National Unity." Joe was stymied In his research until he located a second 
example (with clearer markings on the reverse) in the holdings of the American Numismatic Society. That 
one was clearly marked "Women's Loyal National League New York 1863." This wartime patriotic 
organization was formed by the scions of the women's suffrage movement, Susan B. Anthony and 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton. The women's rights movement, inaugurated in 1848, was retarded by the 

call for emancipation during the Civil War and the civil rights issues that followed during Reconstruction. Through the 
Women's Loyal National League, 400,000 signatures were gathered and presented to Congress to encourage them to pass 
the 13th Amendment, officially freeing all slaves. The slogan on this rare badge infers that any efforts to restore the Union 
without the abolition of slavery were both untenable and unacceptable. The League remained in existence only a year, dis
banding in August 1864. This badge had a great deal of crossover appeal, incorporating women's suffrage, Civil War and 
Black-related issues. Estimated at $1,500+, it realized $2,415. 
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T homaston Place Auction Gallery of Thomaston, ME held an estate sale In January that included three lots of manuscripts related to John Charles 
Fremont. A two-page manuscfl)t petition, July 31, 1863, asked President Lincoln to place Major General John C. Fremont in command of ·au the 
troops in West Virginia." It is sgned by thirty-nine "Senators and Members of the House of Delegates of West Virginia" who feel the appointment 
if "compatible to the public service" would give "full satisfaction to our constituents" and help to "fight the depredations of the numerous Rebels 

that continually trespass our State." West Virginia had been created from areas of occupied Virginia, as a reconstructed state, on June 19, 1863. Fremont 
had been appointed commander of the Mountain Department (which included the lands that would constitute West Virginia) in March 1862, but had 
resigned his commission when made a subordinate to General John Pope. Lincoln deferred, endorsing the petition, as was his wont. "Submitted to the 
Secretary of War. A. Lincoln Aug. 21. 1863." Not surpriSingly, Fremont was not recalled to duty. Estimated at $10,000-15,000. it sold for $21,900. In Cleve
land, on May 31. 1864, Fremont was rominated for the presidency by the Radical Republican Party. The Secretary of the Democratic National Conven
tion, F. A. Aiken. wrote Fremont on June 12th to discuss their common ground. "Up to the present time I have not heard from any democrat In this city 
[Washington. D.C.) an unkind word concerning yourself since the action of the Cleveland convention. The platform promulgated by that convention and 
your brave. truthful and powerful letter of acceptance have completely disarmed all bitter and personal hostility at the hands of the democratic party and 
if the choice or alternative with us was either Mr. Lincoln or the nominee of the Cleveland convention we should to a man take the latter. We shall do all 
we can to elect our own candidate but we certainly shall not find time to wage war against you: and If we are successful we shall be generous ... The democ
rats are willing to help you all they can against Mr. Lincoln and If I could be in communication with the chairman of your national committee I think I could 
make a suggestion that would do infini1e good ... I was the Secretary of the National Dem. Executive Com. (Breckinridge & Lane) during the last Presiden
tial election and have experience in such affairs.· Estimated at $2,000-3,000, this piece of political wheeling & dealing changed hands for $2.750. Candi· 
date Fremont writes from New York three days later to advisor Samuel P. Dinsmore. "I have received your several letters, including that of the 13th & thank 
you for the information. I had seen Mr. Learned yesterday & his account does not differ materially as to the facts, but much in the presentation of them & 
of the results. I received yesterday the enclosed letter & ask of you the favor to see Mr. Alken & say then that I have received his letter of the 12th & request· 
ed you to communicate with him in accordance with his suggestion." It is unclear what Aiken's suggestion was: however, subsequent battlefield success
es made Fremont's candidacy untenable and he withdrew from the race in early September, virtually assuring Lincoln's re-election. $1,650. 

R obert A. Siegel Auctions of New York City held two stamp auctions in March with a s!rong emphasis on Con
federate material. A patriotic envelope with a 9-star Confederate flag, sent through the mails with an United 
States stamp, had the following manuscript Inscription at the top: ''Mound City Ark[arsas] May 14". Arkansas 

joined the Confederacy on that date in 1861, becoming, appropriately, the 9th state. This cover was likely produced 
specifically to commemorate that event. Estimated at $2-3,000, it made $7,700. Another patriotic cover had an 11-star 
CSA flag with an unusual arrangement of stars. Printed and mailed from New Orleans on September 6, 1861 (prior to 

~~-:.-:.-:.-:.~-::-:.-:.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-::.-:.-:.-:., ... falling Into Union hands), It is distinguished by the addition of a 5-cent New Orleans provisional stamp In the bottom 
left corner. It sold for $4,950. A Confederate P.O.W. letter, sent using stationery of the U. S. Soldier's Commission, is 
postmarked from Old Point Comfort, VA on October 21, 1864. The cover Is imprinted "Soldier's Letter" with a manu
script notation ·confederate Soldier's Letter. By Rag ofTruce Boat." It also is stamped "Due 1 O" for the additional postage 
required to send a letter through the lines. The enclosure from the rebel prisoner recounts his recent amputation. The 
letter appears to have bypassed censorship and normal handling for prisoners' letters. It managed $3,850. Another let
ter sent by flag of truce, with both Confederate and United States stamps affixed, was .....---,.,.....,,~,.-.,,.._~__,.., 

~~======:;;;;;;:;; addressed to "Mr. George Calvert. Citizen Prisoner. Fort Warren [Massachusetts]." 
We assume Mr. Calvert was one of the notorious individuals incarcerated for disloy
al sentiments or actions detrimental to the Union cause. "Citizen Prisoner!" ... shades 
of the French Revolution! Sacre bleul No sale! Finally, an unusually graphic Union 
patriotic cover was offered. A well-traveled bit of ephemera, It apparently originated 
on a ship sailing in the Caribbean or South American waters. Addressed to an indi· 
vidual In Columbus, Ohio, it had to be forwarded to Granville as the addressee was not 

....., ________ __, a resident of Columbus. The sender had attached two 1857 twelve-cent stamps (over· 
paying the 20-cent rate) which were tied by a "N. York Steamship" circular handstamp. Notations on the cover indicate the 
letter took 5 weeks to be delivered. They should have paid the "priority mall" special rate. It would have then taken only ... 5 
weeks to arrive! It had trouble finding a buyer this time around and will no doubt resurface In a future sale. 

, "--~t~--.:/r 
~-';,./.t<- r,,,,, ( 

.,..,;~ ... /I 

G eorge LaBarre Galleries of Hollis. NH deals in paper Americana, primarily stock certificates. Their latest catalog offered an assortment of six sales
man's sample art calendars featuring Lincoln. Published by the Thomas D. Murphy Company of Red Oak, IA between 1915 and 1955, the 1946 cal
endar is titled "A Cherished Memory" by the noted artist N. C. Wyeth. In it, Lincoln is occupied at his desk writing a letter or signing one of those 

ubiquitous endorsements while a Black servant nods off in a nearby chair. It is priced at $350. The 1942 r: 
example, tagged at $175, shows eleven "Great Americans· surrounding a draped flag. The chosen ind!-I ~ 
viduals include Will Rogers, Buffalo Bill, Sitting Bull, Thomas Edison, Lincoln and Jefferson Davis, 
among others. It was obviously designed to appeal to a wide range of regional and ethnic viewpoints! 
For the same price, one can secure the 1915 calendar which shows "Lincoln at Gettysburg". The hero-I 
le and romanticized Image is at variance with the now-known photograph of Lincoln on the speaker's 
platform at Gettysburg. Real history, though, doesn't always make for good calendar art! These "dated" 
collectibles are indeed relics of a bye-gone era. 
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here are some fine people in the hobby and we are only 
too happy to direct the spotlight on them and their good 
works, especially when It's beneficial for our readership. 
Tom French is such an individual-well-respected and 

liked in the hobby and a frequent participant in political collec
tor conventions. He runs a concern called "Political Heritage" 
which issues old-fashioned mail auctions once or twice yearly, 
as sufficient material becomes available (a task which is 
increasingly challenging these days of internet auctions!) He 
operates a web site (www.politicalheritage.com) which offers 
political items for sale at fixed-price. A recent glance at this well· 
organized site revealed an inventory of over 6,000 items in all 
price points. Each item is pictured and "searchable" by catego· 
ry, type, price and "key word." There are currently forty Lincoln 
items listed, priced from $48 to $4,250 (a fine example of the 
1861 Inaugural Ball invitation). Another inticing offering is the 

"assassin's friend", a pistol featuring 
molded images of slain presidents Lin
coln and Garfield on the grips. No five
day waiting period is needed to acquire 
this collectible firearm for $480! The 
site contains 27 links to dealers offering 
similar material, 4 to collector organiza

tions and 7 to other mall auctioneers. Obviously, such altruism 
and goodwill is rarely seen, but 
not surprising in Tom's easel 
His latest auction was issued 
In February 2006, featuring the 
collection of John Gingerich 
(to be reported on in the 
next issue). Catalogs are 
sent on a subscription 
basis only at $39 for three 
installments. Tom can be 
reached at: Political Her
itage, P.O. Box 1638, Capi· 
Iola, CA 95010-1638. tel. 1·800-372-0605. In dealing with Tom, 
you can expect authentic items fairly priced and accurately 
described. It's a win-win situation! 

H ake's Americana issued their "Something for 
Everyone" catalog last March. The full color 
"telephone book" format catalog had close to 
2,500 lots in a vast array of collecting cate· 

gories. This auction was the first to Institute a 10% 
buyer's premium. A James Buchanan ALS as President, 
written April 13, 1860, had shades of Calvin Coolidge's 
famous "1 do not choose to run" statement. In it. the 
soon-to-be beleaguered president mentions giving a let· 
ter to a friend attending the upcoming Democratic 7 
National Convention at Charleston, requesting him " .. .in .. .;;;:;._;;.;;;;;;;:. 
case any member of the Charleston Convention should 
propose my name, to Inform that body that in no contin
gency can I ever consent to become a candidate for 
reelection." Old Buck need not have had any fears in that 
regard! $3,225. Talking about conventions, an 11 x 18" 
broadside reprints the "Proceedings of the People's Con
vention" held at Columbus, OH on December 23, 1863. 
This "convention" unanimously nominated Dr. John L. 
Dunlap for President and General Ulysses Grant tor Vice
President. We can find no information on Dunlap and 
don't know if this broadside was issued for political or 
advertising purposes. It was common practice during this _.;.;;. _____ __. 
period for merchants to issue advertisements in the form I 
of political broadsides. A precursor to "Praise the Lord and Pass 
the Ammunition!" appears alongside the displayed 1 
eagle: "Trust in God, And Keep Your Powder Dry!" I POJrin ri<,o r'llri 
$510. Two more "pseudo" political items were ~ J a { !!: 
offered in the form of satirical ballots. One supports ~ 'eJ ~ __ 
the Spirit Medium or People's Ticket of Charles uu:~•-r "'H? 

Sumner for President and Jefferson Davis for Vice- lb 01"• ~....... ,.,., -.?" 
President. Washington is quoted as saying "Beware 
of a Military Chieftain" while the 1864 Democratic 

,r,n~_!,!Ui1, ■'illlU.Swl 1 

1....__ 

slogan "The Constitution As It Is, the Union As It Was" likewise appears. The other bal· 
lot in the offering touts Salmon Chase for President and Jefferson Davis again in the #2 
slot. A Tammany brave and crucifix infer anti-Democratic and Roman Catholic leanings. 
The clasped hands symbols might relate to Horace Greeley who, incidentally, con
tributed bail money for Jeff Davis' release from prison. This ballot is usually attributed 
to 1868, although 1872 seems a more likely date of issue. With an aggressive opening 
bid of $500, these two failed to garner any collector support and remain unsold. 

S wann's annual African-Americana sale was held in February. An 1863 pamphlet 
issued in Harrisburg, PA addressed a primary concern of the northern White 
populace; namely, what effect would emancipation have on the newly freed 

Blacks. Repot1 of the Senate Committee Relative to the Immigration of Blacks and 
• Mulattos into the State of Pennsylvania, sold for $345. While Philadelphia was a cen· 

ter for the civil rights movement in the 1860s, most Pennsylvanians talked themselves 
into the belief that northern climate was not conducive to such large-scale displace
ment. One gentleman who did emigrate to Philadelphia was Octavius V. Catto. The cat· 
alog tells his story: "Catto (1839-1871) was born in Charleston, SC to a free black min· 
ister who brought his family to Philadelphia while Octavius was still a child. There, he 
acquired a college-level education and began to take a serious interest in the cause of voting rights. Catto 

began to work with the Republican Party just prior to the Civil War and helped raise a company of black troops for that effort. While working on behalf of 
the Republican candidate in a local e'ection in 1871, Frank Kelly, a White fireman who was working for the Democratic Party, shot Catto dead. Though later 
tried for murder, Kelly was found innocent." A CDV of Catto tilled "Octavius V. Catto. Assassinated Philadelphia Oct. 10, 1871. One more Martyr to the 
cause of Constitutional Liberty" was listed. (The use of the word "Assassinated" rather than "Murdered" is telling ... we wonder if this incident may have 
served as inspiration for E. L. Doctorow's novel "Ragtime" with which it shares several aspects.) Estimated at $600-800, it made $7,800. And, a Civil War 
vintage hand-drawn sketch shows what many Northerners thought the role of Blacks should be In the War effort. In It, a Black has a cannon strapped to 
his back, serving as a make-do caisson. A White soldier discharges the cannon. Titled "Clear the Track for the Dark Artillery", it realized a reasonable $765. 
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H eritage Galleries of Dallas, TX held a three-session sale in February, liquidating the autograph and manuscript collection of Henry E. Luhrs. This 
gentleman starting collecting In the mid-1920s and continued until his death In 1962. A resident of Shippensburg, PA, Luhrs had eclectic inter
ests, but was particularly enamored with Abraham Lincoln. He patronized all the important dealers of the time and was a bidder at such landmark 

sales as the disbursement of the Oliver Barrett Collection. His collection has remained untouched and intact for the last 44 years until consigned to the 
folks at Heritage. One of the outstanding features of the collection is the largest private assemblage of Lincoln legal documents, numbering close to eighty 
examples. These include not only examples from the well-known partnerships of Stuart, Logan and Herndon, but many "ad hoc partnerships" where Lin
coln associated with colleagues who rode the eighth judicial circuit with him. Many of these individuals are not exactly household names, but, for brief 
moments In history, they had "a brush with greatness!" The centerpiece of the general collection is a December 21, 1860 ALS from President-elect Lin
coln to Governor-elect Andrew Curtin of Pennsylvania. During the turbulent period between his election and inauguration, Lincoln was pressed to issue 
policy statements on how he would handle the seceding states of the South. His speeches were short and noncommittal which, when viewed alongside 
the inaction of lame duck Buchanan, proved exasperating to the general public. In typical Uncolnian fashion. the President-elect offers advice to Curtin, 
prompting him to act as somewhat of a surrogate, until such time as Lincoln could act as President. Marked "Confidential", the letter reads: "I am much 
obliged by your kindness in asking my views in advance of preparing your Inaugural. I think of nothing proper for me to suggest except a word about this 
secession and disunion movement-On that subject, I think you would do well to express, without passion, threat, or appearance of boasting, but never
theless, with firmness, the purpose of yourself and your state to maintain the Union at all hazards-Also, if you can, procure the Legislature to pass reso
lutions to that effect-As I shall be very glad to see your friend, the Attorney ·General [Samuel A. Purviance], that Is to be, but I think he need scarcely make 
a trip merely to confer with me on the subject you mention." Estimated at $80,000-120,000, It "procured"' $131,450. A Printed and Manuscript Document 
Signed, October 3, 1863, authorized the Secretary of State to affix the seal to the presidential proclamation which established the last Thursday in Novem
ber as a day of thanksgiving. This particular proclamation is considered the precedent which led to the formal recognition of Thanksgiving as a national 
holiday. The printed proclamation is in the collection of the National Archives. Seward's manuscript version was sold at an 1864 Sanitary Fair and is cur
rently unaccounted for. ($33,460.) On W,ay 24, 1864, Lincoln endorsed the petition of a Pennsylvania father who claimed his son enlisted in the Union army 
without his "consent and knowledge" and was ·• ... but fourteen years of age .. ." at the time. Obviously an oversight on the part of some recruiting officer 
anxious to fill his quota, the President directs "Let this boy be discharged upon refunding any bounty received." The question arises, why did the Presi
dent have to involve himself in such a routine matter, and what if the boy didn't have the bounty money to give back? (How about a one-way trip to the 

Rip Raps?) ($8,960.) On a related matter, Lincoln endorses an Edwin Stanton ALS from April 1, 1863, which states 
that "John 0. Brown under sentence ot death by judgment of a Court Martial at Indianapolis is hereby pardoned 
and absolved from the sentence aforesaid: and that he be released from Imprisonment and discharged from the 

,I 

service of the United States By order of the President" to which are 
appended the two words that make the difference between life and death ... 
"A. Lincoln". ($13,145.) Amongst the Lincoln legal papers, we found one 
that Lincoln didn't write, but "received." It is a summons from February 18, 

~ ✓""7 1840, directing the Sheriff of Sangamon County to order Abraham Lincoln 
- .......... -· and three other gen1Iemen to appear as witnesses in the case of Stephen 

T. Logan v. James Adams. It is docketed on verso, attesting that the parties 
were served "by reading the within Mar. 10th 1840." Neat piece and rea
sonable at $1,430. A relic purported to have been owned by Mary Lincoln 

.- ~ - -/' ' is a combination music box/inkwell in the shape of an ear of corn. It has 
,.. .... .!; the words "Mary Lincoln" painted on the underside. Knowing Mary Lin

coln's gastronomic tendencies, we're surprised the knickknack doesn't 
have teeth marks or butter stains on it! ($7, 170.) A February 28, 1858 John 
Brown ALS, written to one of his financial backers, Franklin Sanborn, dis
cusses the benefits of investing in the cause: " .. .What an inconceivable 
amount of good you might so affect... and then how very little can we pos

sibly lose? Certainly the cause is enough to live for and die for. I have only had this one oppor
tunity in a life of nearly sixty years and could I be continued ten times as long again J might 
not have another equal opportunity. God has honored but comparatively a very small part of 
mankind with any possible chance for such mighty & soul satisfying rewards ... I would flat
ter no man into such a measure if I could do it ever so easily. I expect nothing but to ·endure 
hardness': but I expect to effect a mighty conquest even though it be like the last victory of 
Samson." Quite a bit of Brown material has surfaced recently, but this must rank as one of 
the more significant missives to hit the block. ($13, 150.) Finally, one of only three known 
copies of George Meade's Congratulatory Order following the victory at Gettysburg was 
offered. Dated July 4, 1863, Meade thanks the Army of the Potomac. " ... An enemy superior 

in numbers and flushed with the pride of a successful invasion, attempted to overcome and destroy this Army. Utterly baffled and defeated, he has now 
withdrawn from the contest. The privations and fatigue the Army has endured. and the heroic courage and gallantry it has displayed will be matters of his
tory to be ever remembered. Our task is not yet accomplished, and the Commanding General looks to the Army for greater efforts to drive from our soil 
every vestige of the presence of the invader ... " Lincoln was thrilled with this pivotal victory, but extremely disheartened that Meade let Lee's army escape. 
He would have preferred that Lee's troops stay for an extended visit in Pennsylvania, as guests of the Union Army! (S17,925.) 
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LINCOLN AND THE COMPENSATION CULTURE 
Paul Johnson 

C 
herie Booth Blair, wife of Britain's 
prime minister Tony Blair, has, 
through hard work and brains, 
become a highly paid lawyer. How

ever, she's been getting herself-and, by 
association, her husband-into trouble. 
Mrs. Blair has been defending the role of 
lawyers in an area of litigation dubbed 
the "compensation culture." This is a 
form of aggressive litigation for damages 
that's been imported into Britain from 
the U.S. Mrs. Blair is currently pushing 
the case of a Muslim girl who is suing for 
compensation for lost schooling when 
she was not permitted lo attend classes 
wearing the head-to-toe jilbab. Critics of 
this type of lawsuit say the only benefi
ciaries are a few lucky (and often unde
serving) individuals and, of course, the 
lawyers, of whom Mrs. Blair is one. The 
losers are U1e rest of us. 

The compensation-culture debate is 
the latest phase of' a longstanding anti
lawyer bias, evidence of which can be 
found in Shakespeare's Henry VT, Part 11. A 
rebel, in outlining his program, says: "The 
first thing we do let's kill all the lawyers." 

The Old English legal term for one 
who goes to the law repeatedly without 
sufficient cause Is "vexatious litigant." In 
the U.S., compensation claims now form 
a species of vexatious litigation that is 
damaging to society. But this is merely 
part of a wider argument, that the U.S. 
has too many lawyers and too much law. 

Too Many Lawyers? 

It is often said-rightly or wrongly
that the U.S. has more lawyers than the 
rest of the world put together. And I can 
rf>c:all pundits arguing 30 to 40 years ago 
that one reason Japan was going to over
take the U.S. was that it had only one
tenth the number of lawyers, per capita, 
that the U.S. had. One reason America has 
so many lawye.rs is that it is, and always 
has been, easier to become one in the U.S. 
than anywhere else. This is part of the 
greater freedom of choice and action that 
is the source of American dynamism. 

There are outstanding cases of 
Americans who hailed from the hinter
lands and had little social standing, such 

as Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Jack
son, who used the law as their first step 
on the road to the White House. Lincoln's 
career is especially instructive. Coming 
from his impoverished background, he 
could never have become a lawyer in the 
England, Germany or France of his day. 
And Lincoln was a good lawyer-not only 
professionally but also moraUy. If one 
cites him as evidence that the prolifera
tion of lawyers in America is not neces
sarily an evil, one must also cite the way 
in which he chose to practice law. A letter 
(dated Feb. 21, 1856) that he wrote from 
his law office in Springfield, Ill. to a 
George P. Floyd of Quincy, Ill.: 

Dear Sir, 
I have just received yours of 16th, with 

check on Flagg & Savage for twenty-five 
dollars. You must think I am a high-priced 
man. You are 100 liberal with your money. 

Fifteen dollars is enough for the job. I 
send you a receipt for fifteen dollars, and 
return to you a ten-dollar bill. 

Yours truly, 
A. Lincoln 

This is a beautiful letter-brief, simple 
and practical. Lincoln doesn't argue the 
point, just returns ten dollars. A copy of 
this letter ought to hang over the desk of 
each partner in every law firm in the U.S. 

It was not that Lincoln underpriced 
himself. Quite the reverse. At one point 
he took on a troublesome and time-con
suming case for the Illinois Central Rail
road Co. He eventually won the case, sav
ing the railroad (by his calculations) 
$500,000. Lincoln thought his services 
worth $5,000, but when the company 
tried to fob him off with $250, he took 
them to court and won. 

Lincoln's view of the law has direct 
relevance to today's compensation-cul
ture debate. There survives from the 
1850s a paper he wrote to a young man 
contemplating the law as a profession. 
The paper is entitled "Notes on the Prac
tice of Law" and ought to be required 
reading for all law students today. In it 
Lincoln admonishes: "Never stir up litiga
tion. A worse man can scarcely be found 
than one who does this." A lawyer, he 
also says, should always "discourage liti
gation. Persuade your neighbors to com-

promise whenever you can. Point out to 
them how the nominal winner is often a 
real loser-in fees, in expenses and waste 
of time. As a peacemaker the lawyer has 
a superior opportunity of being a good 
man. There will still be business enough." 

Honest Abe's Advice 

I often wonder what Lincoln would 
make of the state of the law today. I doubt 
that he'd approve of Mrs. Blair's repre
sentation. Lincoln believed the great 
virtue of the law was that it provided the 
best means-often the only means-of 
obtaining justice without violence. 

I think he'd have felt that compensa
tion-culture cases are too often the pur
suit of easy money, not justice. He 
thought-and said in his advice to the 
young man-that accusations against 
lawyers as being dishonest were exagger
ated. He continued: "Resolve to be honest 
at all events; and ii, in your own judgment, 
you cannot be an honest lawyer, resolve 
to be honest without being a lawyer." 

A good example of Honest Abe's unri
valed ability lo speak truth on a complex 
issue, in the smallest number of words. 

[Paul Johnson, an eminent British historian, is a 
contributing writer for the Current Events col
umn in Forbes Magazine. Reprinted by Permis
sion of Forbes Magazine. © 2006 Forbes Inc.) 
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LETTERS 
1~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Sp/iuer. 

I enjoyed looking at your website that is most attractive and 
informative. I would like to point something out to you, howev
er, that I believe Is in error. 

1 am interested in the actress Margaret Julia "Maggie" 
Mitchell. I've been doing a lot or research about her, and I lind 
that your site comes up while doing searches for information 
about her on the internet. 

You describe Maggie as "one of John Wilkes Booth's loves" 
but I cannot find any evidence that they had any relationship. I 
do find that President Lincoln attended her performances and 
was apparently a fan of hers. 

Also, your listing says that she was "openly sympathetic to 
the Coniederate cause ... " I believe it was quite the opposite. A 
born New Yorker, she was for the North (according to her obits 
in NY newspapers). 

Your description says that she "liked to dance on the Amer
ican flag as a defiant stan.d in support of the South ... " The story 
was that Maggie, a Northern supporter, was nevertheless per
forming in the South when the Civil War ended. While in Mobile, 
Alabama, she was said to be "the first woman to raise the stars 
and stripes'' in that city (to celebrate the North's victory is the 
way I understood this). 

I'd appreciate it if you would check this out and let me know 
what your sources are. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
Karen L. Schnitzspahn 

[ErutQ.r: Information that appears in print often gets repeated 
elsewhere and deemed authoritative. The source for the infor
mation on Maggie Mitchell appears on page 46 of 
Right or Wrong - God Judge Me: The Writings of 
John Wilkes Booth (edited by John Rhodehamel 
and Louise Taper). " ... during the Civil War, she 
liked to dance on an American Uag. She and 
JWD became close friends in 1858 and often 
appeared together over the next few years. In 
December 1860 Maggie Mitchell gave JWB his 

South, debuting her signature role of "Fanchon, The Cricket" in 
1860 in New Orleans. Lincoln, Emerson and Longfellow all count
ed themselves among her fans. The outbreak of the Civil War 
forced her to curtail a southern tour and return north. We like
wise cannot substantiate the story that she danced with the 
American flag underfoot at the Montgomery, AL inauguration or 
Jefferson Davis. Perhaps that was some other "Scarlett O'Hara" 
and the stories somehow got juxtaposed. We suspect that the 
story might refer to notorious femme fatale and Southern sym
pathizer Rose O'Neal Greenhow (1815-1864). After being wid
owed in 1850, Greenhow moved back to Washington, DC from 
San Francisco and resumed her role as a popular social hostess, 
with many political and military contacts. At the start of the Civil 
War, she began supplying her Confederate friends with informa
tion gleaned from her pro-Union contacts. One important piece 
or information that Greenhow passed along was the timetable for 
the Union Army's movements towards Manassas in 1861, which 
allowed General Beauregard to gather enough forces before the 
two sides joined battle in the First Battle of Bull Run/Manassas, 
July 1861. Allan Pinkerton, head of the detective agency and of 
the Federal government's new secret service, became suspicious 
of Greenhow, and had her arrested and her home searched in 
August. Maps and documents were found, and she was placed 
under house arrest. When it was discovered that she was still 
managing to pass information to the Confederate espionage net
work, she was taken to the Old Capitol Prison in Washington, DC, 
and imprisoned with her youngest daughter, Rose. Here, again, 
she was able to continue to gather and pass along information. 
In May 1862, leaving Old Capitol Prison draped in a Confederate 
flag, Greenhow was sent to Richmond, where she was greeted as 
a heroine. She was appointed to a diplomatic mission in England 
and France that summer, and she published her memoirs, My 
Imprisonment and the First Year of Abolition Rule at Washington, 
as part of the propaganda effort to bring England into the War on 
the side of the Confederacy. Returning to America in 1864, Green
how was on the blockade runner Condor when it was chased by 
a Union ship and ran aground on a sandbar at the mouth or the 
Cape Fear River in a storm. She asked to be put into a lifeboat, 
along with $2,000 in gold sovereigns that she was carrying, to 
avoid capture; instead, the stormy sea and the heavy load 
swamped the boat and she was drowned. She was given a full mil-

itary funeral and buried in Wilmington, North Carolina. 
Obviously, historical accounts sometimes differ 

and the truth can get lost in the murky past. We 
wish you luck on your research and invite your 
contributions to the historical record.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. first benefit ... " There appears to be little bio

graphical material on the internet for Maggie 
Mitchell. As far as being a girlfriend or John 
Wilkes Booth-what Civil War era actress 
wasn't one? We did learn that Mitchell was 
married to James Collier, a gentleman who 
appeared in supporting roles with her and 
acted as her manager (a typical arrange

I have a CDV that I purchased from an individual a 
few years ago. It had supposedly been 
signed by Lincoln and the signature 
appears to be very close to others I have 
seen. I recently had an individual involved 
with the sale of Lincoln memorabilia exan1-
ine the item and he feels it may not be 

Alleged Southern sympathizer, actress Maggie Mitchell 
(l.)Rose Greenhow, Southern spy, appears with her 
daughter in an 1862 image (r.) She was feted in the 

South, but drowned in 1864 eluding Yankee pursuers. 
ment lo mid-19th century America). She 
was particularly popular, it is said, in the authentic. However, the same individual 
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would like to buy the CDV from me for a nominal fee to add to 
his collection of forgeries. I am hesitant to do this since that may 
represent a conflict of interest given the potential value of an 
original and the fact that his opinion is the only one I have on 
this item. I have not gotten the original item back from the cur
rent appraiser, therefore I am sending you a detailed scan of both 
sides of this CDV to see if you would be interested in examining 
the actual item or if perhaps you could suggest a Lincoln signa
ture expert. 

William Minich 
Greensboro, NC 

[.E.di..t.Qr: This doesn't look good to us, either. 
As a matter of fact, if we saw this at a show 
priced at $100, we'd most certainly give it a 
pass. People familiar with authentic Lincoln 
autographs look for certain characteristics 
(location of punctuation marks, size of 
loops, flow, breaks In the writing where the 
pen was briefly lifted off the paper, whether 
the signature is perfectly straight or inclines 
downward or upward). Being thoroughly 
familiar with such characteristics, they can 
easily spot deviations. Having said that, 
there is no reason why you shouldn't ask for expert opinions. 
Most autograph dealers and auction houses will be glad to give 
a free evaluation. Your appraiser should have no objection to 
your doing so as it only serves to validate his opinion. By the 
way, there is, in fact, a market for good Lincoln forgeries and 
examples are often acquired for a "study group~ at prices rang
ing from $100-300. And, to be honest, we have never seen - and 
quite doubt the Likelihood - of a copy photograph without pho
tographer's credit signed by the President.] 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

I enclose photocopies of two stereo views of the Lincoln 
funeral in New York City that I recently acquired for nominal 
amounts - one lrom a general antique dealer and the other at a 
photo show. Although marked only "New York City", they match 
the view in Twenty Days that show the young Theodore Roosevelt 
and his brother viewing the procession from the second story 
window of their grandfather's townhouse. The three views 
appear to have been taken from a fixed vantage point by an as-yet 
unknown photographer, at different times of day. 

In the "American Scenery" view, the sun appears to be high
er in the sky as suggested by the shadows being more directly 
under the subjects than in the Roosevelt photograph, thus indi
cating it is probably earlier la the day. The (act that the proces
sion appears to be moving toward the camera in this photograph 
is a puzzle, but if this is Broadway near where it started, then it 
might be possible they are simply moving into position before 
the procession started. 

In the "American Views" image, we notice several changes 
which indicate it was taken after the aforementioned one. The 
procession is now dearly moving away from the camera. More 
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individuals have gathered on the roof tops. The shadows are 
longer. One shutter of the second floor window is now partially 
open. The window on the third floor of the building has been 
raised, although the shade is at approximately the same height. 

I would appreciate hearing any thoughts you had about 
these stereo views. Please let me know if you come across a pub
lished source containing them or any similar ones from the same 
vantage point. Finally, I would like to know who the original pho
tographer was, if known. Thank you for your interest. 

James R. Bierer 
Fallston, MD 

[!;.w.tQr: Thanks for bringing these interesting views to our atten
tion. Most people would look at them and assume they are all 
identical which, of course, is not the case. We've never taken the 
time to examine the different studies as thoroughly as you have 
and it's amazing the number of details that one notices when one 
applies himself. For instance, the building in the right foreground 
is obviously a Gothic church with very tall, elongated stained 
glass panels. And, who ever bothered to count the number of 
spectators on rooftops? Unfortunately, we don't know the name 
of the photographer or photographers. It may be that one man 
was assigned the task of photographing the procession and 
remained at his post for the duration of the event, afterwards 
selling his pictures to the various stereoscopic companies. Who
ever he was, he obviously selected the vantage point that gave 
him the widest view of the procession which, incidentally, head
ed north on Broadway from Union Square. In one of your views, 

we see members of the artillery while, in the other, infantrymen 
appear. As with all such events, the order of the procession was 
decided upon up front, and strictly adhered to. As the event last
ed several hours, there was an ebb and !low to the number of 
spectators, some following the procession as it headed north, 
others heading home and perhaps returning later in the day.] 
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Preserving the Past: 
Some Thoughts on Conservation 

Most collectors are not only passionate about what they collect, but are 
deeply concerned about maintaining their collection in the best possible con
dition. The fact that certain things have survived the ravages of time is amaz
ing enough - but their continued sur.ival is contingent upon reasoned 
guardianship, not serendipity. 

It can be very distressing to discover fresh damage to an item or, during 
careless handling, causing damage to something that came through the cen
turies relatively unscathed, until we managed to get out hands on it! Invariably, 
one feels pangs of guilt and recriminations, prompting the thought: "How bad 
am l?" 

As technology advances, collectors are introduced to new methodolo
gies and new display and storage materials. What was considered innocuous 
and standard operating procedure in past decades, is proscribed today. As 
guardians of our cultural heritage, we are only as good as the current state 
of knowledge. 

It is important not only to read books and articles on care and conser
vation, but inspect ones holdings on a regular basis for signs of deteriora
tion. Once found, the cause should be pinpointed and remedied. 

Everybody should be aware of the "givens." These include the use of 
acid-free backing materials and containers, avoidance of sunlight and mois
ture, avoidance of temperature extremes, etc. Still, it is amazing some of the 
foolish things collectors do. One can only hope that the people guilty of such 
transgressions have learned the folly of their ways. 

Here are some tips and instructive anecdotes: 
Regarding medals and tokens. These should be housed In Inert holders 

(Koin-Aips). Holders made from polyvinylchloride chemically react with 
medals, producing a green sludge. In addition, these should not be housed in 
wooden printer's trays. We have seen medals develop white corrosion on their 
rims as a result of direct contact with "raw" wood. Velvet-lined trays might 
prevent such damage. Medals should not be cleaned, should be handled only 
by their edges, should not be shellacked or come in contact with any adhe
sives or glue. 

Do not use spring-loaded plate holders to display china plates, unless 
the plates are marked "Made in China." If they get chipped, you can always 
go back to Wal-Mart. 

Prints should always be backed with acid-free board. If you wish to 
retain the original cedar or pine backing boards. that is fine as long as an 
acid-free barrier is in place. Prints should also not be in direct contact with 
the glass, but recessed through the use of acid-free mats or shims that skirt 
the outer perimeter. If the glass cracks, replace it immediately - even if it's 
old "bubble" glass; otherwise, moisture will penetrate and cause a stain. 

Tears in paper items should be repaired with acid-free tape or sent to a 
professional conservator if warranted. As handy as acid-free tape is, it is very 
sticky and, if applied too firmly, can only be removed by scraping. Therefore, 
use it sparingly, and apply little or no pressure. Masking tape or Scotch tape 
(if they even still make it) are no-no's! ! 

While acid-free, Inert currency holders are handy for the storage of fine 
silk ribbons, they do present drawbacks. They aren't always sufficiently large 
for the ribbons involved (tight squeezes are to be avoided) and static charges 
build up. making removal of ribbons dicey. If you purchase a ribbon in one 
of these holders and wish to transfer it to another case or holder, don't try to 
save the original holder. Carefully trim the edges and discard it after ginger
ly removing the ribbon. Before placing It in a new holder, try the following: 
cut a "sleeve" of acetate to size and sandwich the ribbon inside, then Insert 
this into the currency holder. By handling the acetate sleeve, you are not 
putting any pressure on the delicate silk ribbon nor risking tears and pulls. 

Regarding ferrotypes-these are to Ile handled In like manner to medals 
and tokens (years ago, we were offered some varieties that had been imbed
ded in lucite, like miniature paperweights. Talk about dumb ideas!) We see 
nothing wrong with cleaning the brass frames using dry, untreated Q-lips. 
This often removes surface dirt and corrosion without affecting toning or 
patina. A lot of bang for your buck! 

One last "tip" before signing off. When you buy something that's 
wrapped up (whether at a show or sent to you in the mail), always remove 
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all the scotch tape and discard it in a different room. Dollars to doughnuts 
that, if you leave some of it on the table or still attached to the packaging 
material. it will attach itself to your valuable purchase. Always be thinking 
ahead "What could possibly cause damage?" and you'll be better off for it. 



~ tb AX t jf , '>-f Regardless of whether you are an Ebay proponent or .a.no tr ~ rta tnu♦ detractor, there is one thing on which we can all agree-
this ten year-old internet supermarket has forever 
changed how we judge an item's relative rarity. Of equal 
Importance, it has also proven itself to be the most reli

able venue when looking for historical items once considered difficult or inconsistent to source. 
For those of us who collect original photographs of Abraham Lincoln, both statements are 
borne out with striking regularity. 

Lincoln CDVs once considered hard to find now appear in Ebay auctions with some fre
quency (most of the "inkwell'' poses and the "solitary pine" pose come to mind). In my opinion, 
Ebay permits collectors to definitively separate the rare from the not-so-rare by observing 
which Lincoln images come to market in the course of a year (or better yet a five-year period of 
time). By studying which poses (and their variants) change hands, a collector is better pre
pared to know when a true rarity is in their midst. 

Ebay has also become the primary venue for those seeking either to buy or sell a period 
Lincoln photograph. And in so doing, it has become the great equalizer by allowing all collec
tors to have access to the same material at one on-line source without having to peruse count
less obscure auction catalogues and attend antique photo shows all across the country. Col
lecting photographs used to be akin to belonging to some kind of secret society; you had to 

f 

know the right collectors and dealers, or subscribe to the right catalogue, or be at the right 
show at the right time. Not any morel Now the images come to you 24/7 via your cable modem. 

To illustrate both of these points (to a wonderful conclusion), I was thrilled to make a ter
rific acquisition on Ebay just a month ago of a prohibitively rare Lincoln image. Specifically, I 

l ___________ __,, was able to obtain the second known example of 0-82 taken by Lewis E. Walker in 1863. It is the 
I_ first example known outside of the Lincoln Museum as catalogued by Lloyd Ostendorf in 1985. 

With its incredible facial detail, rich tone & contrast, and wonderful condition, it now occupies 
a special place in my. collection. Yet to those who hadn't done their homework to understand its true relative rarity (something avail
able to anyone with a computer and internet connection), the opportunity was lost on them. 

After ten years of daily Ebay searches, 1 found this CDV hiding in plain view. I guess the old saying about kissing a lot of frogs 
before you find a prlnce(ss) is certainly true in this case. And, for the record, it was worth the wait! 

(Submitted by Rail Splitter Editor David Yount.} 

In the next iaae ol1be Rall Splitter, "living legend" Charlie McSorley shares wight on Lincoln 
ballots from 1840-1860. Peter Klamet brings light to a major dlacooery related lo the Prealdent 
•ltlnlnl the Emancipation Proclamation. Dr. Wayne Temple shares lulght on the hidden hlatory 

of the Uncoln Home ... as reoealed In an 1861 intervieu, UJlth the occapant& And, 
Lonnie Neubauer dlscaaes John Rogers' 'The Council of War." 
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